
 

 

 

AGENDA 

CITY OF GUNNISON 

PLANNING & ZONING COMMISSION 

Rev. 11-10-2020 

 

DATE:  WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2020 

TIME:  7:00 PM 

PLACE: CITY HALL, COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 201 WEST VIRGINIA AVE. 

  REMOTE ACCESS MEETING 

 

 

REGULAR MEETING 

Due to the international outbreak of novel coronavirus (COVID-19), the City of Gunnison is 

holding Gunnison Planning and Zoning Commission online. The public may attend Public 

Hearings and Regular and Special Sessions remotely. The City is holding remote meeting to 

follow social distancing and event guidelines.  

Click Planning and Zoning Commission Regular Session to access the meeting. 
 

I. CALL TO ORDER  

 

II. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG  

         

III. UNSCHEDULED CITIZENS  

 

    7:00 PM 

IV. PUBLIC HEARING AND POSSIBLE ACTION FOR CONDITIONAL USE 

APPLICATION CU 20-9, SUBMITTED BY ELISABETH BLODGETT FOR SINGLE-

FAMILY RESIDENCE WITHIN THE CBD (CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT). 

   7:15 PM 

V. PUBLIC HEARING AND POSSIBLE ACTION FOR CONDITIONAL USE 

APPLICATION CU 20-10, SUBMITTED BY GILLILAND GROUP PARTNERSHIP NO. 

2, LLC FOR SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCE WITHIN THE CBD (CENTRAL BUSINESS 

DISTRICT) 

   7:30 PM 

VI. CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING AND POSSIBLE ACTION FOR MAJOR 

SUBDIVISION PRELIMINARY PLAT SB 20-2, SUBMITTED BY CASCADIA 

PARTNERS, LLC WITHIN GUNNISON RISING  

  

VII. CONSIDERATION OF THE OCTOBER 28, 2020 MEETING MINUTES 

 

VIII. COUNCIL/PLANNING – STAFF UPDATE 

 

IX. COMMISSIONER COMMENTS 

 

X. ADJOURN  

 

 

To comply with ADA regulations, people with special needs are requested to contact the City of Gunnison 

Community Development Department at 641-8090. This agenda is subject to change, including the addition 

or deletion of items at any time.  Regular Meetings and Special Meetings are recorded and action can be 

taken.  Minutes are on the City website at www.gunnisonco.gov.   Work sessions are not recorded and 

formal action cannot be taken.  For further information, contact the Community Development Department 

at 641-8090.   

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87894174610?pwd=R1hSSXh1Vjk3Ui9hRTNsNUFCU25pdz09
http://www.gunnisonco.gov/


STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

ELISABETH BLODGETT – 312 N MAIN STREET 

TO: Planning and Zoning Commission 
FROM: Community Development Staff 
DATE:  November 18, 2020 
RE: Conditional Use Application CU 20-9, Residential in the CBD 

CODE PROVISIONS 
The City’s Land Development Code (LDC), Section 2.4 Principal Use Table, classifies 
residential uses other than upper story and accessory dwelling units as a Conditional Use and 
requires a permit to operate in the Central Business District.  Conditional Uses are those land 
uses which are generally compatible with the permitted uses in a district zone, but require site-
specific review of their location, intensity, density, configuration and operating characteristics.  
Conditions may be imposed in order to ensure compatibility of the uses at a particular location 
and mitigate potentially adverse impacts. 

The LDC Section 7.2 specifies that 
Conditional Use applications be 
reviewed by the City of Gunnison 
Planning and Zoning Commission 
(Commission) at a Public Hearing 
after 15 days public notice.  The 
Commission may approve, approve 
with conditions, deny or remand the 
application back to the Applicant with 
instructions for modification. 

APPLICATION 
The applicant, Elisabeth Blodgett, is 
requesting a single-family residence 
use in the building facing Main Street 
with a small 286 square feet office in 
the front and a 702 square foot 
accessory dwelling unit in the back 
building within the Central Business 
District (CBD).  The property is 
located at 312 North Main Street, and 
the legal description is Lot 7 and the 
north 17 feet of Lot 8, Block 4, 
Original Gunnison, City and County 
of Gunnison.  The applicant’s 
narrative states: 
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STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

ELISABETH BLODGETT – 312 N MAIN STREET 

“I am currently under contract to purchase the property 312 N. Main Street from the 
current owner…. 

In light of +/-$100K costs in water main upgrades and sprinkler system installation associated 
with expanding commercial use within the front building, it is now my intention to remodel the 
existing structures to accommodate the following uses: 

The front building currently includes 286 sf of commercial (UNIT 1) and 1052 sf residential use 
(UNIT 2). 

My proposal is to remodel the interior of the front building to upgrade the kitchen and 
bathrooms.  There will be no change in existing uses.  The front building will remain as is in 
terms of its current uses of: Primary Residential Unit and Commercial Office. 

It is our assumption that a sprinkler system will not be required in this scenario being that we are 
not significantly altering a previously approved and functioning mixed use. 

The rear building currently functions as a garage and commercial lab/office space. 

My revised proposal is to remodel the interior of the rear building to accommodate a 705 s.f. 
Accessory Dwelling Unit (UNIT 3) consisting of 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom and a garage. 

(Note: I am calculating the AD Unit as 
such: 1080 gross s.f. – 50 mechanical 
s.f. – 39 closet s.f.- 286 s.f. garage =
705 s.f.)…”

SITE ASSESSMENT  
The subject site is located on the third 
block of Main Street with surrounding 
uses including commercial retail and 
service, food service and professional 
offices.  The site is in the Central 
Business District with the R-2 Duplex 
Residential adjacent to the east.  

The total square footage of the site is 
5,250 square feet with two existing 
structures. The area of the building 
fronting Main Street is approximately 
1,338 square feet and the structure 
along the alley is approximately 1,080 
square feet. 
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STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

ELISABETH BLODGETT – 312 N MAIN STREET 
 

The applicant’s proposal is for a single-family residence with a commercial office space in the 
front building with an accessory dwelling unit in the back structure The applicant is proposing to 
use approximately 286 square feet of the front building for a commercial office in the front room 
facing Main Street and the remaining 1,052 square feet would be for a single-family residence. 
The LDC allows accessory dwelling units within the CBD. While the building along Main Street 
was originally constructed as a home, it has historically been used and remodeled as professional 
services and years ago was a commercial and retail service. Although, the LDC states that there 
is no minimum parking required in the CBD, the site contains approximately three off-street 
parking spaces off the alley with an additional off-street parking space in the garage.   
 
The purpose of the CBD as stated in the LDC, is “to provide for the business and civic functions 
that make up the city core.  The CBD has a strong pedestrian character that provides for 
concentrated commercial activity, with buildings covering the entire street frontage.”  Although 
this site is configured with two structures that are setback slightly from the property lines, the 
surrounding area to the south and the businesses to the west cover the entire street frontage with 
commercial uses. 
 
In 2016, the One Valley Prosperity Project identified the revitalization of downtown Gunnison as 
a regional priority.  In 2017, the City initiated the Gunnison Vibrancy Initiative (GVI) realizing 
that our downtown plays an important role in the success of our economy.  Within the GVI 
report, two of the four goals are: 

• Create a vibrant and authentic downtown that reflects our strong sense of place; and, 
• Support a healthy downtown business environment that strengthens our local economy. 

Strategies identified in the plan include, but are not limited to, increasing activities and events in 
the downtown and requiring active uses along street frontages within the CBD.   
 
While promoting more housing within our community is a priority for the City, strengthening 
our downtown and increasing the activity and overall vibrancy is also a top Council priority. The 
2020 Comprehensive Plan supports the initiative of the Gunnison Vibrancy Initiative and within 
Chapter 7, Economic Prosperity, Commercial and Industrial Areas of the plan, under 
recommendations it states: “Regulate permitted uses within the central business zoning district in 
the Land Development Code (LDC) to maintain active storefronts on the ground floor.” 
 
The request is for a single-family residence with only 286 square feet of office use, within the 
third block of Main Street that may not be compatible with the surrounding area.  A similar 
application was submitted earlier in 2020 that staff recommended a denial on due to the primary 
use being residential.  After a significant amount of discussion at the prior meeting regarding this 
specific address/building it was motioned and passed on a four to three decision to allow primary 
residential within the structure fronting Main Street because of the strong architectural features 
and character of the building as residential. 
 
If the Commission were to approve this request for all residential with only a small office, it 
could set a precedent that would allow residential uses anywhere within the CBD on the main 
level, including all of Main Street.  However, due to the strong architectural quality of the 
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STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

ELISABETH BLODGETT – 312 N MAIN STREET 
 

building resembling a residential structure the Commission could contemplate the proposed use 
as acceptable.  
 
DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS: 
Building Official: The proposed conditional application does not create any new building code 
requirements that would need to be addressed as long as units 1 & 2 continue to remain as the 
previously approved and functioning uses they are currently. 
Fire Marshal: As long as the house remains a single family residence using the IRC, there is no 
requirement to sprinkle.  Any addition/change to the structure that requires the use of the IBC 
will require sprinklers if there is a residential component that remains. 
Parks and Recreation Department: No issues.   
Police Department: Generally no issues with the proposed usage.  Based on occupancy of the 
living units parking may become an issue with only 4 parking spaces identified. 
Public Works Director: No issue. 
City Engineer:  No issue. 
Water and Sewer Superintendent:  No issues 
Electric Superintendent:  No issues 
Streets and Refuse Superintendent: Questioning parking in the rear.  Does not like cars parked on 
Main Street for plowing purposes.  Otherwise, okay. 
Finance Director: No issues. 
 
STAFF OBSERVATIONS: 

1. The applicant is requesting 286 square feet (21% of the front structure) office use with 
the remaining space (79%) as residential in the structure facing Main Street and an alley 
residence that serves as an accessory dwelling unit within the CBD, which requires 
conditional use approval based on the City’s Land Development Code. 

2. The site is located within the downtown area on Main Street and surrounding uses are 
commercial retail and services, food sales and professional offices.  The R2 (Duplex 
Residential) zone district is to the east. 

3. The architectural quality of the building appearance is residential in nature even though it 
is in the middle of the CBD.  

4. While housing is an important priority for the city, increasing the vibrancy and activity in 
our downtown is also a strategic priority. 

5. Allowing the primary use to be residential within the Central Business District may be a 
detriment to the community’s welfare. 
 
 

REVIEW STANDARDS 
The LDC Section 7.5 contains seven specific standards that must be met for a Conditional Use 
Application to be approved: 

A. Consistency with Master Plan.  The use shall be consistent with the City of 
Gunnison Master Plan. 
Possible Conflict: 
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STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

ELISABETH BLODGETT – 312 N MAIN STREET 
 

Chapter 5, Land Use and Growth, Goal:  Residential, commercial and industrial land uses 
are appropriately located and interspersed with parks and open space, providing a 
balanced environment in which to live, work and play. 
 
Chapter 7, Economics, Goal: A diversified local economy will support the economic and 
employment needs of residents and account for social character, land use patterns and 
global economic and global energy concerns. Economics, Policy 4: Commercial 
Business: Assure attractive and financially strong commercial zone districts. 
 
A primary residential use within the Central Business District along the Main Street 
frontage does support goals for additional housing; however, may conflict with goals 
outlined in the Gunnison Vibrancy Initiative and the recommendation from the LDC 
Diagnosis. 
 

B. Conformance to Codes.  The use shall conform to all other applicable provisions of this 
LDC and the City of Gunnison Municipal Code, including but not limited to: 
a. Zone District Standards.  The purpose of the zone district in which it is located, the 

dimensional standards of that zone district, Section 2.4 (Principal Use Table) and 
Section 2.6 (Base Zone district Dimensional Standards). 
Possible Conflict: The purpose of the Central Business District (CBD) is to provide 
for the business and civic functions that make up the city core. The CBD has a strong 
pedestrian character and provides for concentrated commercial activity, with building 
covering the entire street frontage.  It contains a mix of business, commercial and 
residential uses, and serves the needs of the entire community and those of visitors to 
the community. 

 
A primarily residential use may take away vital street frontage from business and 
commercial uses that could benefit from prominent access of the street and sidewalk. 
Approval of this application may set a precedent for future requests for primarily 
residential uses along the Main Street frontage. 
 

b. Specific Use Regulations.  All Conditional Use applications shall comply with all 
applicable Special Use Regulations set forth in Section 3 of this LDC. 
No: Conflict:  The application is for one residential unit (1052 square feet) and 286 
square feet of office space along the Main Street frontage with an accessory dwelling 
unit with a one car garage in the building along the alley.     

c. General Development Standards.  All Conditional Use applications shall comply 
with all applicable regulations, criteria and standards set forth in Section 4 of this 
LDC. 
No Conflict.  The request is for single-family residential use within the CBD.  

 
d. Natural Resource Protection Standards.  All Conditional Use applications shall 

comply with all applicable regulations, criteria and standards set forth in Section 5, 
Natural Resource Protection Standards, of this LDC. 

 No Conflict.   
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STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

ELISABETH BLODGETT – 312 N MAIN STREET 
 

 
C. Use Appropriate and Compatible.  The use shall be appropriate to its proposed location 

and be compatible with the character of neighboring uses, or enhance the mixture of 
complementary uses and activities in the immediate vicinity. 
Possible Conflict: The CBD provides for concentrated commercial activity as well as 
upper story residential and accessory dwelling units.  While having residential in the 
downtown area can contribute to the vitality of downtown, it is important to maintain the 
street frontage for commercial uses. Having a single-family residence in the main 
building on the ground floor may not be compatible with surrounding uses. 
 

D. Traffic.  The use shall not cause undue traffic congestion, dangerous traffic conditions or 
incompatible service delivery, parking or loading problems.  Necessary mitigating 
measures shall be proposed by the applicant. 
No Conflict: Traffic impacts with this use should be minimal. 
 

E. Nuisance.  The operating characteristics of the use shall not create a nuisance and the 
impacts of the use on surrounding properties shall be minimized with respect to noise, 
odors, vibrations, glare, and similar conditions.  
No Conflict:     
 

F. Facilities.  There shall be adequate public facilities in place to serve the proposed use, or 
the applicant shall propose necessary improvements to address service deficiencies which 
the use would cause. 
No Conflict:       
 

G. Environment.  The use shall not cause significant deterioration to water resources, 
stormwater volume and quality, wetlands, wildlife habitat, scenic characteristics, or other 
natural features.  As applicable, the proposed use shall mitigate its adverse impacts on the 
environment.   
No Conflict.    

 
The recommendation from staff for the last request for primary residential at this location was to 
deny the request due to the primary residential use and the possibility of setting a precedent. The  
Commission approved the request.  Staff is still recommending denial; however to motions have 
been drafted for the Commission’s consideration. One for denial and one for approval. 
 
ACTION 
During the regular Planning and Zoning Commission meeting held on November 18, 2020, 
Commissioner ______________ moved, and Commissioner _____________ seconded, and the 
Commission voted to DENY Conditional Use Application CU 20-9, submitted by Elisabeth 
Blodgett for a residential unit with 1052 square feet and 286 square feet of office space and an 
accessory dwelling unit (702 square feet) at 312 North Main Street within the Central Business 
District, based on the following findings of fact: 
 
FINDINGS OF FACT: 
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STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

ELISABETH BLODGETT – 312 N MAIN STREET 
 

1. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the record of this action includes the 
application contents on file with the City of Gunnison; all comments entered into the 
Public Hearing record; and provisions of the City of Gunnison Land Development Code 
and the City of Gunnison Master Plan. 
 

2. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the applicant is requesting one single-
family residence with 286 square feet of office space and an accessory dwelling unit 
within the Central Business District which requires conditional use approval based on the 
City’s Land Development Code. 

 
3. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that surrounding uses are commercial retail 

and services, food sales and professional office.  The R2 (Duplex Residential) zone 
district is to the east. 

 
4. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the proposed primarily residential use at 

312 North Main Street is not compatible and use inappropriate with the surrounding 
neighborhood.   

 
5. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that while having residential in the 

downtown area can contribute to the vitality of downtown, it is important to maintain the 
street frontage for businesses that will help invigorate the economy. 
 

6. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that recommendations from the Gunnison 
Vibrancy Initiative Report, Land Development Code Diagnosis and the 2020 
Comprehensive Plan, modified code language to require commercially activated street 
frontages. 
 

7. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the application does potentially not meet 
three of the seven required review criteria that shall be met in order to approve a 
Condition Use request. 

 
OR 
 
ACTION 
During the regular Planning and Zoning Commission meeting held on November 18, 2020, 
Commissioner _________________ moved, and Commissioner _____________ seconded, and 
the Commission voted to APPROVE Conditional Use Application CU 20-9, submitted by 
Elisabeth Blodgett for one single-family residence (1052 square feet) with a 286 square feet of 
office space and an accessory dwelling unit with a garage in the back building at 312 North Main 
Street within the Central Business District, based on the following findings of fact: 
 
FINDINGS OF FACT: 

1. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the record of this action includes the 
application contents on file with the City of Gunnison; all comments entered into the 
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STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

ELISABETH BLODGETT – 312 N MAIN STREET 
 

Public Hearing record; and provisions of the City of Gunnison Land Development Code 
and the City of Gunnison Master Plan. 
 

2. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the applicant is requesting one single-
family residence (1052 square feet) with 286 square feet of office space and an accessory 
dwelling unit with a garage within the Central Business District which requires 
conditional use approval based on the City’s Land Development Code. 

 
3. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that surrounding uses are commercial retail 

and services, food sales and professional office.  The R2 (Duplex Residential) zone 
district is to the east. 

 
4. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the structure at 312 North Main Street 

exhibits a residential architectural style and character and is compatible with the 
architectural features of the surrounding neighborhood.   

 
5. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that having residential in the downtown area 

can contribute to the vitality of downtown. 
 

6. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the application does meets the seven 
required review criteria that shall be met in order to approve a Condition Use request. 

 
CONDITION: 

1. The Main Street frontage of the building shall remain a commercial use. 
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Application Fact Sheet 
CityoJG111111iso11 Land Deve/0,1•. · C. · ,· 

City of Gunnison 
P.O. Box 239 
Gunnison, CO 8 I 230 
970)641-8090 

Minimum Application Co111cn1 , 
In accordance with §6.5 C. 

Applicant N:une(s):°avid ac\. 'isn .cth Blodgett (Represented by Joe Bob Merritt (Design Consultant) 

Phone #:1-847-769-7800 Fa , .r _ I_IA _ ____ E-Mail: liskorinternational@gmail.com 

i\failing Address: P O Box 2 l 

C·t Crested Butte 
I y: 

Legal Description 

. Colorado 'Z' 81224 _:-, 1 le; _________ 1p: ______ _ 

s· Ad f 31 2 1. i\l 1 Street cso 1te dress o Property:__ _ _ _ ________ Zoning ______ _ 

BlockD4 l. " , • IZ' pf 6 Addition:Original Gunnison 

Disclosure of Ownership- P,,·: ;, r .. , ide one of the following: 

[8J Assessor Parcel Info C'. 

□ Liens 

Summary of Request: 

Front Building: Unit 1 (CommL 

Rear Building: Unit 3 (Primary 

Attachments: [8J Vicini1y ~: 

D Deed 0 Judgments 

l:asemem Agreement D Other Agrel)mcnts 

f. (Gallery)). Unit 2 (Accesory Dwelling (2 bed/ 1 bath) 691 s.f.) 

. , ' bed / 1 bath) 1080 s.f.) 

I ") [8:JDescription of Proposal 

:ng Property Owners (From Assessor's Office) 

,rn of Agent (Power of Attorney from Owner, if not the applicant) 

IZl Names, Addresses and tvf.q. 

O Vested Property Rights l&I ·. 

l&I Site Plan ( 11 "x 17") to sca L· . ! imcnsio11s and location of all structures, parking spaces and access, snow 

storage, landscaping, live co , : 
table for all dimensional n:q i. .. 

YOU ARE REQUUU: 11 . 

□ Conditional Use 
□ Major Subdivision 
0 Mobile Home/RV Park 
0 Consolidated A lication 

r :..:s, road/street names, land uses of adjacent properties, setbacks. Include a 
i:d on §2. 6. (Sec attached sample) 

,;, .HIT FOUR (4) COMPLETE COPIES OF YOUR APPLICATION 

Date /Ja /'!S~ 2~(;() 
Date _ ___ _ 

1cc Use Only 
D Zoning Amendment 

,,bdivision O Subdivision Exemption 
□ Vacation 

1/2014 
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Application Fact Sheet 
City of Gunnison Land Development Code 
Minimum Application Contents 
In accordance with §6.5 C. 

City of Gunnison 
P.O. Box 239 
Gunnison, CO 81230 
(970)641-8090 

Applicant Name(s):David and/or Elisabeth Blodgett (Represented by Joe Bob Merritt (Design Consultant) 

Phone #: 1-84 7-769-7800 Fax#: N/A E-Mail: liskorinternational@gmail.com 

Mailing Address: P O Box 2136 

City: 
Crested Butte 

State: 
Colorado 

Zip: 
81224 

Legal Description 

Site Address of Property: 
312 North Main Street 

Zoning 
CBD 

Block:04 Lot(s):z + r:::J H' of8 Addition:Ori9inal Gunnison 

Disclosure of Ownership- Please provide one of the following: 

IBJ Assessor Parcel Info D Mortgage D Deed D Judgments 

□ Liens D Contract D Easement Agreement D Other Agreements 

Summary of Request: 

Front Building: Unit 1 (Commercial 718 s.f. (Gallery)). Unit 2 (Accesory Dwelling (2 bed/ 1 bath) 691 s.f.) 

Rear Building: Unit 3 (Primary Dwelling (2 bed/ 1 bath) 1080 s.f.) 

Attachments: IB]Vicinity Map (8 .5"Xl 1 ") IB]Description of Proposal 

IZI Names, Addresses and Map of Adjoining Property Owners (From Assessor's Office) 

□ Vested Property Rights ~ Authorization of Agent (Power of Attorney from Owner, if not the applicant) 

~ Site Plan ( 11 "x 17") to scale, includes dimensions and location of all structures, parking spaces and access, snow 
storage, landscaping, live cover, utility lines, road/street names, land uses of adjacent properties, setbacks. Include a 
table for all dimensional requirements based on §2.6. (See attached sample) 

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT FOUR (4) COMPLETE COPIES OF YOUR APPLICATION 

Signature(s) 
Date 
Date 

For Office Use Only 

D Conditional Use D Variance D Zoning Amendment n,~@~OVIE-;;-
D Major Subdivision D Minor Subdivision D Subdivision Exemption 

□ Mobile Home/RV Park □ PUD D Vacation ,.., 
D Consolidated Application rirr 1 ,1 '1n"VI 

'---v 

.:: 
1/2014 
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312 North Main Street_DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL_REVISED (110520) 

Nov. 05, 2020 

Andie Ruggera 

City of Gunnison 

Planning Department 

P.O. Box 239 
Gunnison Co. 81230 

RE: Elisabeth Blodgett_Conditional Use Application for 312 N. Main St. Gunnison, Co. 81230 

Dear Ms. Ruggera: 

I am currently under contract to purchase the property 312 N. Main Street from the current owner: 

PSG ASSOCIATES 

222 S PARK AVE 
MONTROSE, CO 81401 

In light of+/- $100K costs in water main upgrades and sprinkler system installation associated with expanding 
commercial use within the front building, it is now my intention to remodel the existing structures to accommodate the 
following uses: 

The front building currently includes 286 sf of commercial (UNIT 1) and 1052 sf residential use (UNIT 2). 

My proposal is to remodel the interior of the front building to upgrade the kitchen and bathrooms. There will be no 
change in the existing uses. The front building will remain as is in terms of its current uses of: Primary Residential 
Unit and Commercial Office. 

It is our assumption that a sprinkler system will not be required in this scenario being that we are not significantly 
altering a previously approved and functioning mixed use. 

The rear building currently functions as a garage and commercial lab/office space. 

My revised proposal is to remodel the interior of the rear building to accommodate a 705 s. f. Accessory Dwelling Unit 
(UNIT 3) consisting of 2 bedrooms and 1 bathroom and a garage. 

(Note: I am calculating the AD Unit as such : 1080 gross s. f. - 50 mechanical s.f. - 39 closet s.f. - 286 s.f. garage= 705 
s.f.) 

Please see the drawing: Strategy 8A_ 110520 for details of this proposed revised plan. 

Thank for your time in review, 

Sincerely, 

Elisabeth Blodgett 
Peace Museum Colorado & Lisker International 
PO Box 2136 
Crested Butte, Colorado 81224 

+1847 769 7800 
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STRATEGY 8.A (MIX USE) 
3 UNITS ~ 1 C(Front) 1 R(Front) 1 R(Back)} 

-• - •-• - •-• - •-· - •-• -•-•r· - •-·- •-•-•-·- •-·-•-·- •-• -

RESIDENCE 

i 

j 
! 
! 
j 

I 
I 

1080 SQ. FT. 
- 286 
-20 
-19 
- 50 
• 705 SQ.FT. 

UNIT 3 
ACESSORY 
DWELLING 
2 BED 
1 BATH 

UNIT 2 
PRIMARY 
DWELLING 
2 BED 
1 BATH 

1052 SQ. FT. 

UNIT 1 
COMMERCIAL 
SPACE 

286 SQ. FT. 

_ _.,___ - - - - -_i - - - - - - - - --~~-- I_ _______ ____ _ ____ _ __J 

i 
i 
i 
i 

------------------------~----------------------------------
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Caree Musick 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

joebob@solspacelight.com 

Sunday, October 25, 2020 1 :43 PM 
Caree Musick 
Liska Blodgett; Andie Ruggera 
Re: Conditional Use application 
06c_l LC_312_n_main.pdf 

---

*** This email originated from outside City of Gunnison - PLEASE USE CAUTION OPENING LINKS, 
ATTACHMENTS OR REPLYING*** 
Hi Caree, 

Our measurements are sourced from this document: 

As per this ILC: 

Existing front house is 1338 sqft. OVERALL 

With the proposed 114 sqft addition in North-West corner: 1451 sqft.) OVERALL (733 Unit 2 + 718 Unit 1) 

We assume that the Assessor's measurements are incorrect and that the ILC is correct. 

Let me know if this is sufficient info . 

Thank you! 

Joe Bob 

On Oct 23, 2020, at 9:54 AM, Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> wrote: 

Good morning . 

I was reviewing the application and found a discrepancy in the numbers. According to 
County Assessor site the front house is a total of 1,264 square feet, with the gallery 
taking up 718 square feet, that would leave 545 square feet for the Accessory Dwelling 
Unit. I would like to verify the actual square feet of the front house (living space). 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Cet¥'e0 M ~ 
P~ r ~ 

Cft"y ofG~ 

1 
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IMPROVEMENT LOCATION CERTIFICATE 
LOT 7 AND THE NORTH 17 FEET OF LOT 8, BLOCK 4, ORIGINAL GUNNISON 

CITY OF GUNNISON 

g 
"' .... 
w . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
b 
0 

z 

SIGN 

"1 

PORCH 

29.2' 

HOUSE 
- - -

.,; 

GUNNISON COUNTY, COLORADO 
STREET ADDRESS• 312 N, MAIN ST. 

LOT 6 

N 90·00 00 E 125.00 

LOT 7 
~ 

"l GARAGE/SHOP 

- -

32.5' 

., 

0.7' 
.,; 

- - -

30.2' 

co 
ci 

<O ,,, 

LOT 8 
FENCE AND SHED ARE 
ON LOT LINE +- 0.1' 

19.6 

N 90·00•00• W 125.00' co SHED .; 

- - -- -

LOT 9 

LEGEND 

■ Found rebar with no cop 
• Found rebar with plastic cop "LS 33647" 

- P- --P- Overhead utility lines 
Fence 

20 0 ••• Scale: 1" 

NOTES: 

1. Property was located by field measurements from city monument ot the in_tersectian 
of Main Street with Tomichi Avenue . Basis of beorings is NORTH between said · monument 
and a similar monument at the intersection of Main Street with Denver Avenue. 

2. Lot corners were established using information on the Plat of Origina l Gunnison, 
supplemented by information on City of Gunnison plat prepared by Fisher Engineering (1960). 

IMPROVEMENT LOCATION CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that this Improvement Location Certificate wos prepared for COLDWELL BANKER 

0 
0 

"' .... 
3: 

a 
!? 
0 
b 
0 

(/) 

Q. 
c;:; 
::l 
<( 

Q. 

t 
Q. 

& GUNNISON COUNlY ABSTRACT, that it is not a lond survey plat or improvement survey plot, and that it 
is not to be relied upon for the establishment of fence, building, or other future improvement lines. 

I further certify that the improvements on the above described parcel on this date of JUNE 3 , 2020, 
except utility connections, are entirely within the boundaries of the parcel, except as shown, that there are 
no visible encroachments upon the described premises by the improvements on any adjoining premises, 
except as indicated, and that there is no apparent evidence or sign of an,-y_,,,.~~~fljt crossing or 
burdening any part of said parcel, except as noted on this drawing. ~~~~Et-~f~.r.,. 
Date: --=be...; -_5_-_7..._o __ _ 

/? r5? . ..-·<(-> of·• .. ~ . ,. 
_,.,,,-- / 1/1 l~0 -f-9·-.~·,t, 

/ 1 ,. G -~,r ~\o~i: 

Timothy E. 
Colorado L. 

. 9 z;~ .. ,._ 
<,., 

....,,,. Y)~~ -! •,t.t~L l !\NU'") , . 
. ' 

JOB NO. 20 - 3 - 39 
PEARSON SURVEYING 
GUNNISON, CO 8123( 
970- 641 - 2910 
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0qPublic.net' ... Gunnison County, CO 

74ft 

? 
Account R044325 
Number 
Parcel 3701-

Number 363-05-

019 

Account Mixed 

Type Use 

Lot/Block 7 / 4 
Tax 100 

District 

Acres 0.121 

Owner Address PSG ASSOCIATES 
222SPARKAVE 
MONTROSE, CO 81401 

Physical Address 312 N MAIN ST , GUNNISON 

Subdivision GUNNISON ORIGINAL 

LEA COMMERCIAL CBD (12360) 

Legal Description LOT 7 & N 17' OF LOT 8 BLK 4 ORIGINAL 

GUNNISON #573046 

(Note: Lega l Description above is abbrev iated for 

use on Assessor records and is not va lid for use on 

lega l documents.) 

D Parcels 

Roads 

Back Roads 

Local Roads 

- State Highways 

Unconstructed 

City Labels 

County Outlines 

C <a ll other va lues> 

C Gunnison 

Total $311,970 Last2Sales 
Current 

Va_lue 

Current $29,130 

Assessed 

Value 

Mill Levy 53.67 

Total $311,970 
Value 

Last 

Year 

Taxes 

$6,523 

Date Price Qualified 

2/20/2007 $200,000 Qualified 

$ n/ a 

This electronic tr ansmission may contain a map, diagram or information pr epared by Gunnison County and represents gener alized geographic data for genera l planning purposes 
only. The data portrayed should not be relied upon to establish legal title, boundary lines, the precise loca tion of improvements, ownership, maintenance, easements or public rights
of-ways. 

Date created: 10/19/ 2020 
Last Data Uploaded: 10/19/2020 6:09:35 AM 

Developed by L .... Schneider 
... ., GEOSPATIAI. 
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0 qPublic.net'"' Gunnison County, CO 

Summary 

Account Number 
Parcel Number 
Account Type 
Economic Area 
Tax District 
Mill Levy 
Property Location 
Neighborhood 

LEA 
Subdivision 
Condo 
Legal Description 
Parcel Notes 

ViewMaP-

R044325 
3701-363-05-019 
Mixed Use 
Econ Area 1 
100 
53.67 
312 N MAIN ST , GUNNISON 
COMMERC IAL MAIN ST CBD 
GUN RES IN COMMERCIAL 
COMMERCIAL CBD (12360) 
GUNNISON ORIGINAL 
N/A 
LOT 7 & N 17' OF LOT 8 BLK 4 ORIGINAL GUNNISON #573046 
TOTAL PARCEL= 5,250 SF 
STATEMENT OF AUTHORITY #573045 FEB 20 2007 PSG ASSOCIATES 

Note: Legal Description above is abbreviated for use on Assessor records and is not va lid for use on legal document s. _ _,...,.,_._ ..., ___ ~_-"-e.-

Owner 

Owner 
PSG ASSOC IATES 
222 SPARK AVE 
MONTROSE, CO 81401 

Current Assessment Information 

+ Land Actua l Value 

+ Building Actual Value 

Total Actual Value 

+ Land Assessed Value 

+ Building Assessed Value 

Total Assessed Value 

Prior Year Assessment Information 

Year Actual Value 

2019 $419,080 

2018 $388,080 

2017 $388,080 

2016 $397,920 

2015 $397,920 

2014 $290,270 

2013 $290,270 

2012 $253,070 

2011 $253,070 

2010 $345,000 

2009 $345,000 

2008 $270,900 

2007 $200,210 

Assessed Value 

$121,540 

$112,540 

$112,540 

$115,400 

$115,400 

$84,180 

$84,180 

$73,390 

$73,390 

$100,050 

$100,050 

$78,560 

$58,060 

Business Name 
H&H CPASANDADVISORS 

2020 

$53,300 

$258,670 

$311,970 

$5,050 

$24,080 

$29,130 

Mill Levy 

53.670 

55.148 

55.842 

55.624 

54.929 

56.217 

49.778 

44.152 

44.343 

40.939 

39.757 

41.387 

36.186 

Ad Valorem Taxes 

$6,523.05 

$6,206.36 

$6,284.46 

$6,419.03 

$6,338.83 

$4,732.33 

$4,190.30 

$3,240.32 

$3,254.33 

$4,095.95 

$3,989.84 

$3,262.32 

$2,113.04 

Contact the Treasurer's Office for current property tax amount due. Do not use the figures above to pay outstanding property taxes. 

Land 

Land Description Land Type Acres Site Access Electricty Sewer Water Other Attributes 

OFFICES-LAND Commercial 0.01 YEAR INSTALLED CENTRAL DOMESTIC LAND TYPE PRIMARY - MEADOW 
ROUND INSTALLED INSTALLED UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS - HIGHWAY 

INFLUENCE 

SINGLE FAM.RES.- Residential 0.11 YEAR INSTALLED CENTRAL DOMESTIC LAND TYPE PRIMARY - MEADOW 
LAND ROUND INSTALLED INSTALLED UN IQUE CHARACTERISTICS- HIGHWAY 

INFLUENCE 
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.............. 

(tqPublic.nef~' Gunnison County, CO 

? 
Account R044325 
Number 
Parcel 3701-
Number 363-05-

019 

Account Mixed 
Type Use 

Lot/Block 7 / 4 
Tax 100 

District 

Acres 0.121 

Owner Address PSG ASSOCIATES 
222 S PARK AVE 
MONTROSE, CO 81401 

Physical Address 312 N MAIN ST , GUNNISON 
Subdivision 

LEA 

GUNNISON ORIGINAL 
COMMERCIAL CBD (12360) 

Legal Description LOT ? & N 17' OF LOT S BLK 4 ORIGINAL 
GUNNISON #573046 

(Note: Legal Description above is abbreviated for 
use on Assessor records and is not valid for use on 

legal documents.) 

Total $311,970 Last2Sales 

D Parcels 

Roads 

Back Roads 

Local Roads 

- State Highways 

Unconstructed 

City Labels 

County Outlines 

0 <all other values> 

D Gunnison 

Current Date Price Qualified 

Value 2/ 20/2007 $200,000 Qualified 
Current $29,130 $ n/a 
Assessed 

Value 

Mill Levy 53.67 

Total $311,970 

Value 

Last 
Year 

Taxes 

$6,523 

This electronic transmission may contain a map, diagra m or information prepared by Gunnison County and represents genera lized geographic data for general planning purposes 
only. The da ta por trayed should not be relied upon to establish legal title, boundary lines, the precise location of improvements, owner ship, maintenance, easements or public rights

of-ways. 

Date created : 10/19/2020 
Last Data Uploaded: 10/ 19/2020 6:09:35 AM 

Developed by t/C. ~ Schneider 
..... ~ GEOSPATIAL 
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lo 
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( 

Account Number 

R001539 

R00153 7 

R001536 

533 

R044070 

,,._1532 

535 

R001534 

R042319 

R001538 

R072480 

Parcel Number (for map reference) Site Address Owner Name Owner Mall Address City State Zip Account Type Legal Description 

370136305018 310 N MAIN ST 310 NORTH MAIN STREET LLC 310 N MAIN ST GUNNISON co 812302404 Commercial S 8 ' LOT 8 & All LOT 9 BLK 4 ORIGINAL GUNNISON #625379 

370136305007 309 N IOWA ST BARNES HERBERT L ETAL 309 N IOWA ST GUNNISON co 812302217 Residential LOTS 17 & 18 S2 OF 19 BLK 4 ORIGINAL GUNNISON #637687 

370136305006 305 N IOWA ST BESSE CAMILLE 305 N IOWAST GUNN ISON co 812302221 Residential LOTS 15,16 BLK 4 ORIGINAL GUNNISON 8510 P512 

370136305002 322 N MAIN ST GRIGGS COLORADO PROPERTIES LLC PO BOX 1806 JACKSON WY 830011806 Mixed Use LOTS 1,2 BLK 4 ORIGINAL GUNNISON #634894 

370136305017 300 N MAIN ST GUN NISO N WOLF QOF LLC 2660 WALNUT ST DENVER co 8020S2231 M ixed Use LOTS 10-12 BLK 4 ORI GINAL GUN NISON #664001 

370136305001 321 N IOWA ST JAEGER ERIC ETAL 321 N IOWA ST GUN NISON co 812302221 Resident ial LOTS 22-24 BLK 4 ORIGINAL GUNNISON tt629167 

370136305005 301 N IOWAST KLINOWS KI ARTHUR METAL 5475 E ATLANTIC PL DE NVER co 802224713 Residential LOTS 13,14 BLK 4 ORIGINAL GU NNISON B696 P519 

370136305015 320 N MAIN ST RO USE & ROUSE HOUCK LLC 320 N MAIN ST GUNNISON co 812302404 M ixed Use LOTS 3 & 4 BLK 4 ORIGINAL GUNNISON #611080 

370136305014 320 N MAIN ST ROUSE & ROUSE- HOUCK LLC 320 N MAIN ST GUNNISON co 812302404 Vacant LOTS 5 & 6 BLK 4 ORIGIN AL GUNNISON #62673 1 

370136305008 317 N IOWA ST SIEGRIST ROXANNE ETAL PO BOX 1823 CRESTED BUTTE co 812241823 Residentia l N2 LOT 19, Al l 20,21 BLK 4 ORIGINAL GUNNISON #655119 

370136324013 3 15 N MAIN ST WE LLS MARLEN E M PO BOX7208 GUNNISON co 812307208 Commercial LOTS 17-21 BLK S ORIGINAL GUN NISON #661716 

~~ ~~ e,A,9i11 Cw oni:5o~rSa.vi~~ 30~ t-J N'o..', n ) au..v."' ¥.>on 
• 

U>cU\ 
List of Property Owners wi thin 100 Feet of 312 N. Main Street 
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312 North Main_VICINTY MAP 
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Legend 
0 Parcels 

Roads 

Back Roads 

Local Roads 

- State Highways 

Unconstructed 

City Labels 

County Outlines 

D <all other values> 

D Gunnison 
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From: Eric Jansen
To: Caree Musick; Hugo Ferchau
Cc: Andie Ruggera
Subject: RE: Updated departmental comments for 312 N Main Conditional Use.
Date: Friday, November 6, 2020 1:06:53 PM

The proposed conditional use application does not create any new building code requirements that
would need to be addressed as long as units 1&2 continue to remain as the previously approved and
functioning uses they are currently.
 

 
ERIC JANSEN

CITY OF GUNNISON BUILDING OFFICIAL/CFM
970-641-8151/OFFICE
970-209-0988/MOBILE
ejansen@gunnisonco.gov

 

From: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 11:01 AM
To: Eric Jansen <EJansen@gunnisonco.gov>; Hugo Ferchau <HFerchau@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: Updated departmental comments for 312 N Main Conditional Use.
 
Hugo and Eric,
 
Can you both provide me with updated comments off the attached documents.
 

Caree Musick
Planning Technician
 
City of Gunnison
P.O. Box 239
Gunnison, CO 81230
 
970-641-8150
CMusick@gunnisonco.gov
 
GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
 
     Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject
to the Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.
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From: Ben Cowan
To: Caree Musick
Cc: Keith Robinson; Daniel Vollendorf; Eric Jansen; Hugo Ferchau; Andie Ruggera
Subject: Re: Routing for Conditional Use
Date: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 3:57:56 PM

No issues. Any retail sales will require a sales tax license along with appropriate remittance of sales taxes.  Thank
you.

Ben Cowan
Finance Director
City of Gunnison
PO Box 239 | Gunnison, CO 81230
Ph: 970-641-8162 | Fx: 970-641-8051

> On Oct 20, 2020, at 3:52 PM, Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> wrote:
>
> 
> Good afternoon!
>
> Please see the attached application for a Conditional Use at 312 N. Main Street for single-family residential in the
CBD. Please comment and return to me by Nov. 4th.
>
>
> Caree Musick
> Planning Technician
>
> City of Gunnison
> P.O. Box 239
> Gunnison, CO 81230
>
> 970-641-8150
> CMusick@gunnisonco.gov<mailto:CMusick@gunnisonco.gov>
>
> GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
>
>     Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject to the
Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.
>
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From: Hugo Ferchau
To: Caree Musick
Subject: RE: Updated departmental comments for 312 N Main Conditional Use.
Date: Friday, November 6, 2020 12:32:37 PM

Caree,
 
As long as the house remains a single family residence using the IRC, there is no requirement to
sprinkle. Any addition/change to the structure that requires the use of the IBC will require sprinklers
if there is a residential component that remains.
 
Hugo
 
 
 

From: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Friday, November 6, 2020 11:01 AM
To: Eric Jansen <EJansen@gunnisonco.gov>; Hugo Ferchau <HFerchau@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: Updated departmental comments for 312 N Main Conditional Use.
 
Hugo and Eric,
 
Can you both provide me with updated comments off the attached documents.
 

Caree Musick
Planning Technician
 
City of Gunnison
P.O. Box 239
Gunnison, CO 81230
 
970-641-8150
CMusick@gunnisonco.gov
 
GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
 
     Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject
to the Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.
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From: Daniel Vollendorf
To: Caree Musick
Subject: RE: Routing for Conditional Use
Date: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 4:08:31 PM

No issues from Parks and Rec.
 
Thanks,
 
DV
 

From: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 3:52 PM
To: Keith Robinson <KRobinson@gunnisonco.gov>; Ben Cowan <BCowan@gunnisonco.gov>; Daniel
Vollendorf <DVollendorf@gunnisonco.gov>; Eric Jansen <EJansen@gunnisonco.gov>; Hugo Ferchau
<HFerchau@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: Routing for Conditional Use
 
Good afternoon!
 
Please see the attached application for a Conditional Use at 312 N. Main Street for
single-family residential in the CBD. Please comment and return to me by Nov. 4th.
 
 

Caree Musick
Planning Technician
 
City of Gunnison
P.O. Box 239
Gunnison, CO 81230
 
970-641-8150
CMusick@gunnisonco.gov
 
GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
 
     Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject
to the Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.
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From: Keith Robinson
To: Caree Musick; Ben Cowan; Daniel Vollendorf; Eric Jansen; Hugo Ferchau
Cc: Andie Ruggera
Subject: RE: Routing for Conditional Use
Date: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 4:32:50 PM

Caree,
 
Generally no issues with the proposed usage.
 
Based on occupancy of the living units parking may become an issue with only 4 parking spaces
identified.
 
Keith Robinson, Chief
Gunnison Police Department
970-641-8250
 
Under the Colorado Open Records Act (CORA) all messages sent by me or to me on this city-owned account may be subject to
public disclosure. 

 

From: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 3:52 PM
To: Keith Robinson <KRobinson@gunnisonco.gov>; Ben Cowan <BCowan@gunnisonco.gov>; Daniel
Vollendorf <DVollendorf@gunnisonco.gov>; Eric Jansen <EJansen@gunnisonco.gov>; Hugo Ferchau
<HFerchau@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: Routing for Conditional Use
 
Good afternoon!
 
Please see the attached application for a Conditional Use at 312 N. Main Street for
single-family residential in the CBD. Please comment and return to me by Nov. 4th.
 
 

Caree Musick
Planning Technician
 
City of Gunnison
P.O. Box 239
Gunnison, CO 81230
 
970-641-8150
CMusick@gunnisonco.gov
 
GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
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From: David Gardner
To: Jason Kibler; Caree Musick; Cody Tusing; Will Dowis; Mike Rogers
Cc: Andie Ruggera
Subject: RE: Routing for Conditional Use
Date: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 9:23:12 AM

Good catch.
 
From: Jason Kibler <JKibler@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 4:42 PM
To: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov>; David Gardner <DGardner@gunnisonco.gov>; Cody
Tusing <CTusing@gunnisonco.gov>; Will Dowis <WDowis@gunnisonco.gov>; Mike Rogers
<MRogers@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: RE: Routing for Conditional Use
 
My question for this  does this unit have parking in the rear??  I really hate to have cars parked on
Main street for plowing purpose’s.  Otherwise fine by me .
Jason
 

From: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 3:50 PM
To: David Gardner <DGardner@gunnisonco.gov>; Cody Tusing <CTusing@gunnisonco.gov>; Will
Dowis <WDowis@gunnisonco.gov>; Mike Rogers <MRogers@gunnisonco.gov>; Jason Kibler
<JKibler@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: Routing for Conditional Use
 
Good afternoon!
 
Please see the attached application for a Conditional Use at 312 N. Main Street for
single-family residential in the CBD. Please comment and return to me by Nov. 4th.
 

Caree Musick
Planning Technician
 
City of Gunnison
P.O. Box 239
Gunnison, CO 81230
 
970-641-8150
CMusick@gunnisonco.gov
 
GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
 
     Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject
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STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

GILLILAND GROUP PARTNERSHIP NO. 2 LLC– 121 S. TAYLOR STREET 
 

 
 
 
TO:  Planning and Zoning Commission 
FROM: Community Development Staff 
DATE:  November 18, 2020 
RE:   Conditional Use Application CU 20-10, Residential in the CBD  
 
 
CODE PROVISIONS 
The City’s Land Development Code (LDC), Section 2.4 Principal Use Table, classifies 
residential uses other than upper story and accessory dwelling units as a Conditional Use and 
requires a permit to operate in the Central Business District.  Conditional Uses are those land 
uses which are generally compatible with the permitted uses in a district zone, but require site-
specific review of their location, intensity, density, configuration and operating characteristics.  
Conditions may be imposed in order to ensure compatibility of the uses at a particular location 
and mitigate potentially adverse impacts. 
 
The LDC Section 7.2 specifies that Conditional Use applications be reviewed by the City of 
Gunnison Planning and Zoning Commission (Commission) at a Public Hearing after 15 days 
public notice.  The Commission may approve, approve with conditions, deny or remand the 
application back to the Applicant with instructions for modification. 
 
APPLICATION 
The applicant, Gilliland Group Partnership No.2 LLC, represented by Andrew Hall, is requesting 
a single-family residence, within the Central Business District (CBD).  The property is located at 
121 South Taylor Street, and the legal description is Lots 13 and 14, Block 30, Original 
Gunnison, City and County of Gunnison.  The applicant’s representative Christopher Klein 
narrative states: 
 
 “The Hall family intends to modify 116 N. Taylor St. (confirmed they actually meant 121 
South Taylor Street) to be residential.  We will be adding on a 2-car garage, mudroom, laundry 
and pantry to the west elevation.  As this building was built in the style of a residence we will 
mostly be remodeling the interior to update the 40 year old finishes. 
 
This home will be used primarily by the Hall family as a vacation property.  They would like to 
be able to rent it short term when the family is not using this property. The garage, mechanical, 
laundry and pantry support the residential use requested in the conditional use permit.” 
 
SITE ASSESSMENT  
The subject site is located on the first block of South Taylor Street with surrounding uses of a  
construction office to the west and residential on the other three sides.  The site is in the Central 
Business District with the R-1 Single-Family Residential adjacent to the south.  
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STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

GILLILAND GROUP PARTNERSHIP NO. 2 LLC– 121 S. TAYLOR STREET 
 

The site is 6,250 square feet 
with one existing structure. 
The building was built to 
resemble a residence but had 
been occupied for over thirty 
years by Atmos Energy.  The 
existing building is a single 
story with approximately 
2024 square feet.   
 
The applicant is proposing to 
remodel and add onto the 
building for a single-family 
residence with an attached 
two-car garage. The applicant 
is proposing an addition of 
472 square feet of living 
space and 840 square feet of 
garage to the west side of the 
building. The applicant submitted an ILC (Improvement Location Certificate) showing the 
building is entirely within the property lines and there are no minimum setback requirements 
within the CBD. The proposed addition meets the dimensional standards, and parking and 
landscaping standards of the LDC.  
 
The purpose of the CBD as stated in the LDC, is “to provide for the business and civic functions 
that make up the city core.  The CBD has a strong pedestrian character that provides for 
concentrated commercial activity, with buildings covering the entire street frontage.”  This site is 
off the Highway commercial corridors of the Central Business District and is surrounded on 
three sides with other residential uses both in the CBD and in the R-1 zone districts. 
 
The applicant is also proposing to use this residence for short-term rentals. Short term rentals 
would be required to obtain a sales tax license and to pay sales and lodging. 
 
Promoting more housing within our community is a priority for the City, strengthening our 
downtown and increasing the activity and overall vibrancy is also a top Council priority.  
 
 
DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS: 
Building Official: Although the proposed project will require a building permit if approved.  I do 
not have any issues with the application for a conditional use. 
Fire Marshal: No issue. 
Parks and Recreation Department: No issues.   
Police Department: No issue. 
Finance Department: No issue. 
Public Works Director: No issue. 
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STAFF REPORT 
CONDITIONAL USE 

GILLILAND GROUP PARTNERSHIP NO. 2 LLC– 121 S. TAYLOR STREET 
 

City Engineer:  No issue. 
Water and Sewer Superintendent:  No issues with water and sewer. 
Electric Superintendent:  No issues 
Streets and Refuse Superintendent: No issues. 
 
STAFF OBSERVATIONS: 

1. The applicant is requesting a single-family residence within the CBD, which requires 
conditional use approval based on the City’s Land Development Code. 

2. The building is within the property lines per the ILC. 
3. The applicant is proposing an addition of 472 square feet of living space and 840 square 

feet of garage space. 
4. The proposal meets the dimensional standards for the CBD. 
5. The applicant is proposing two off-street parking spaces within the garage.  There are no 

minimum parking requirements within the CBD. 
6. The site is located within the CBD, however it is on the fringe of the CBD with 

residential uses on three sides.  The R1 (Single-Family Residential) zone district directly 
to the south. 

7. The site is off the Highway commercial corridors of Tomichi Avenue and Main Street. 
8. The applicant proposes to use the property as a single-family residence with potential for 

occasional short-term rentals.  The applicant will need to apply for a sales tax license and 
sales and lodging tax, if doing short-term rental. 

9. While housing is an important priority for the city, having housing near the downtown 
area helps to contribute to the vibrancy of the area. 

10. Allowing the primary use to be residential within the Central Business District should not 
be a detriment to the community’s welfare. 
 

REVIEW STANDARDS 
The LDC Section 7.5 contains seven specific standards that must be met for a Conditional Use 
Application to be approved: 

A. Consistency with Master Plan.  The use shall be consistent with the City of 
Gunnison Master Plan. 
No Conflict: 
Chapter 5, Land Use and Growth, Goal:  Residential, commercial and industrial land uses 
are appropriately located and interspersed with parks and open space, providing a 
balanced environment in which to live, work and play. 
 
Chapter 7, Economics, Goal: A diversified local economy will support the economic and 
employment needs of residents and account for social character, land use patterns and 
global economic and global energy concerns. Economics, Policy 4: Commercial 
Business: Assure attractive and financially strong commercial zone districts. 
 
The proposed use is single-family residence within the CBD, however this property is 
right on the outside fringes of the CBD.  Having housing near the core downtown helps 
promote vibrancy by being within walking distance to restaurants and shops.  The 
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STAFF REPORT 
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GILLILAND GROUP PARTNERSHIP NO. 2 LLC– 121 S. TAYLOR STREET 
 

applicant is also proposing renting the residence for short-term rental when the residence 
is not being used for the family. 
 
Residential use within the Central Business District does support goals for additional 
housing. 
 

B. Conformance to Codes.  The use shall conform to all other applicable provisions of this 
LDC and the City of Gunnison Municipal Code, including but not limited to: 
a. Zone District Standards.  The purpose of the zone district in which it is located, the 

dimensional standards of that zone district, Section 2.4 (Principal Use Table) and 
Section 2.6 (Base Zone district Dimensional Standards). 
No Conflict: The purpose of the Central Business District (CBD) is to provide for the 
business and civic functions that make up the city core. The CBD has a strong 
pedestrian character and provides for concentrated commercial activity, with building 
covering the entire street frontage.  It contains a mix of business, commercial and 
residential uses, and serves the needs of the entire community and those of visitors to 
the community. 

 
Businesses in the core of downtown could benefit with the proximity of residential 
and short-term rentals without taking up core downtown property. 
 

b. Specific Use Regulations.  All Conditional Use applications shall comply with all 
applicable Special Use Regulations set forth in Section 3 of this LDC. 
No Conflict:  The application is for single-family residence that may be used as 
short-term rental when the family is not using the residence. 

 
c. General Development Standards.  All Conditional Use applications shall comply 

with all applicable regulations, criteria and standards set forth in Section 4 of this 
LDC. 
No Conflict.  The request is for a change of use. They are proposing an addition of 
472 square feet of living space and 840 square feet of garage use.  The proposal meets 
all dimensional and development standards. 

 
d. Natural Resource Protection Standards.  All Conditional Use applications shall 

comply with all applicable regulations, criteria and standards set forth in Section 5, 
Natural Resource Protection Standards, of this LDC. 

 No Conflict.   
 

C. Use Appropriate and Compatible.  The use shall be appropriate to its proposed location 
and be compatible with the character of neighboring uses, or enhance the mixture of 
complementary uses and activities in the immediate vicinity. 
No Conflict: Having residential in the downtown area can contribute to the vitality of 
downtown, when it is not along the Highway commercial corridors such as Tomichi 
Avenue and Main Street. 
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This residential is compatible with the surrounding neighborhood with residential on 
three sides. 
 

D. Traffic.  The use shall not cause undue traffic congestion, dangerous traffic conditions or 
incompatible service delivery, parking or loading problems.  Necessary mitigating 
measures shall be proposed by the applicant. 
No Conflict: Traffic impacts with this use should be minimal. 
 

E. Nuisance.  The operating characteristics of the use shall not create a nuisance and the 
impacts of the use on surrounding properties shall be minimized with respect to noise, 
odors, vibrations, glare, and similar conditions.  
No Conflict:     
 

F. Facilities.  There shall be adequate public facilities in place to serve the proposed use, or 
the applicant shall propose necessary improvements to address service deficiencies which 
the use would cause. 
No Conflict:       
 

G. Environment.  The use shall not cause significant deterioration to water resources, 
stormwater volume and quality, wetlands, wildlife habitat, scenic characteristics, or other 
natural features.  As applicable, the proposed use shall mitigate its adverse impacts on the 
environment.   
No Conflict.    

 
 
ACTION 
During the regular Planning and Zoning Commission meeting held on November 18, 2020, 
Commissioner ____________ moved, and Commissioner __________ seconded, and the 
Commission voted to APPROVE Conditional Use Application CU 20-10, submitted by 
Gilliland Group Partnership No. 2, LLC for single-family residential at 121 South Taylor Street 
within the Central Business District, based on the following findings of fact: 
 
FINDINGS OF FACT: 

1. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the record of this action includes the 
application contents on file with the City of Gunnison; all comments entered into the 
Public Hearing record; and provisions of the City of Gunnison Land Development Code 
and the City of Gunnison Master Plan. 
 

2. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the applicant is requesting a single-
family residence within the Central Business District which requires conditional use 
approval based on the City’s Land Development Code. 

 
3. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that surrounding uses are a construction 

office and residential with the R1 (Single-Family Residential) zone district is to the south. 
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GILLILAND GROUP PARTNERSHIP NO. 2 LLC– 121 S. TAYLOR STREET 
 

4. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the structure at 121 South Taylor Street 
exhibits a residential architectural style and character and is compatible with the 
architectural features of the surrounding neighborhood.   

 
5. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that having residential in the downtown area 

can contribute to the vitality of downtown. 
 

6. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the application does meet the seven 
required review criteria that shall be met in order to approve a Condition Use request. 

 
CONDITION: 

1. If the single-family residence is used for short-term rental, the owner must apply for a 
sales tax license and pay sales and lodging tax. 
 

2. The applicant shall apply for a building permit for the addition and remodel prior to 
Conditional Use expiration of November 18, 2023, and the site development application 
shall be in compliance with all Land Development Code standards. 
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CBD 

x

Due to being surrounded on three sides by residential, we would like to be allowed to use this property as residential 
instead of CBD.

x

x

x

x

x
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From: Chris Klein
To: Andie Ruggera; Caree Musick
Subject: FW: Modifications to drawings for quick approval at Nov 18th hearing
Date: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 3:54:01 PM
Attachments: Hall Plan for City10 28 20.pdf

*** This email originated from outside City of Gunnison - PLEASE USE CAUTION
OPENING LINKS, ATTACHMENTS OR REPLYING ***
Andie and Caree,
Attached is the revised drawing for 121 S. Taylor St. Conditional use application.  Let me know if
there is anything else that we need to do.
Thanks
CK
 
Chris Klein
President
Christopher Klein Construction, Inc.
(970)641-1246

 

From: Jennifer Barvitski <jbarvitski@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 2:09 PM
To: Chris Klein <chris@christopherkleinconstruction.com>
Cc: Andrew Hall <ahhall22@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Modifications to drawings for quick approval at Nov 18th hearing
 
HI Chris,
 
Please see attached PDF of the Hall's plan/site plan for the City.  I
removed what you requested as well as adjusted a few things to what they
survey stated.  For instance, we have a lot more room on the North and
South property line than I had assumed based on the City's info......good
news.
 
Let me know if there is anything else you need for this submittal or if there
are any other revisions on this needed.
 
We will start developing elevations, the plans further, and the structure
next week, if not this week hopefully.  Bill will be calling you to meet this
week or next to discuss options.
 
 
Sincerely,
 
 
Jennifer Barvitski
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Jennifer M. Barvitski, Architect, LLC
www.jenniferbarvitski.com
100 North Main Street
Gunnison, Colorado 81230
970-641-0854
 
 
 
On Tuesday, October 27, 2020, 12:20:28 PM MDT, Chris Klein
<chris@christopherkleinconstruction.com> wrote:
 
 

Jennifer,

In order to quickly pass the conditional use permit on November 18th I request that you make the
following changes to the drawings. 

Remove the fenced in yard for dogs.
Remove the roof addition at front door.
Move patio space and privacy wall to be off of city property for now. 

Once we have the conditional use permit, we will be able to apply for a building permit the next day
(hopefully on the 19th).  We can then go and ask for the license agreement for the items that will be on
city property.  The license agreement is a totally separate from the conditional use permit and I don’t want
to hold it up any longer as winter is just around the corner.  I am working on the narrative now and should
have ready today.

CK

 

Chris Klein

President

Christopher Klein Construction, Inc.

(970)641-1246
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From: Eric Jansen
To: Caree Musick; Keith Robinson; Daniel Vollendorf; Hugo Ferchau; Ben Cowan
Cc: Andie Ruggera
Subject: RE: Department Comments for Conditional Use application CU 20-10
Date: Tuesday, November 03, 2020 11:18:45 AM

Although the proposed project will require a Building Permit if approved, I do not have any issues
with the application for a conditional use.
 

 
ERIC JANSEN

CITY OF GUNNISON BUILDING OFFICIAL/CFM
970-641-8151/OFFICE
970-209-0988/MOBILE
ejansen@gunnisonco.gov

 

From: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 8:13 AM
To: Keith Robinson <KRobinson@gunnisonco.gov>; Daniel Vollendorf
<DVollendorf@gunnisonco.gov>; Eric Jansen <EJansen@gunnisonco.gov>; Hugo Ferchau
<HFerchau@gunnisonco.gov>; Ben Cowan <BCowan@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: Department Comments for Conditional Use application CU 20-10
 
Good Morning!
 
I hope everyone had a good weekend.  I would appreciate if you could review the
attached application and provide comments to me by the end of the week.
 
 

Caree Musick
Planning Technician
 
City of Gunnison
P.O. Box 239
Gunnison, CO 81230
 
970-641-8150
CMusick@gunnisonco.gov
 
GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
 
     Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject
to the Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.
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From: Will Dowis
To: Caree Musick; David Gardner; Cody Tusing; Mike Rogers; Jason Kibler
Cc: Andie Ruggera
Subject: RE: Department Comments for Conditional Use CU 20-10
Date: Monday, November 02, 2020 9:07:45 AM

No issues with Electric
 

From: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 8:11 AM
To: David Gardner <DGardner@gunnisonco.gov>; Cody Tusing <CTusing@gunnisonco.gov>; Will
Dowis <WDowis@gunnisonco.gov>; Mike Rogers <MRogers@gunnisonco.gov>; Jason Kibler
<JKibler@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: Department Comments for Conditional Use CU 20-10
 
Good Morning!
 
I hope everyone had a good weekend.  I would appreciate if you could review the
attached application and provide comments to me by the end of the week.
 

Caree Musick
Planning Technician
 
City of Gunnison
P.O. Box 239
Gunnison, CO 81230
 
970-641-8150
CMusick@gunnisonco.gov
 
GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
 
     Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject
to the Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.
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From: Ben Cowan
To: Caree Musick; Keith Robinson; Daniel Vollendorf; Eric Jansen; Hugo Ferchau
Cc: Andie Ruggera
Subject: RE: Department Comments for Conditional Use application CU 20-10
Date: Tuesday, November 03, 2020 12:05:33 PM

No issues!  Thanks. 
 
Ben Cowan
Finance Director
 

From: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 8:13 AM
To: Keith Robinson <KRobinson@gunnisonco.gov>; Daniel Vollendorf
<DVollendorf@gunnisonco.gov>; Eric Jansen <EJansen@gunnisonco.gov>; Hugo Ferchau
<HFerchau@gunnisonco.gov>; Ben Cowan <BCowan@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: Department Comments for Conditional Use application CU 20-10
 
Good Morning!
 
I hope everyone had a good weekend.  I would appreciate if you could review the
attached application and provide comments to me by the end of the week.
 
 

Caree Musick
Planning Technician
 
City of Gunnison
P.O. Box 239
Gunnison, CO 81230
 
970-641-8150
CMusick@gunnisonco.gov
 
GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
 
     Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject
to the Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.
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From: Daniel Vollendorf
To: Caree Musick
Subject: RE: Department Comments for Conditional Use application CU 20-10
Date: Monday, November 02, 2020 8:39:00 AM

Nothing from Parks and Rec.  Thanks Caree.
 
DV
 

From: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Monday, November 02, 2020 8:13 AM
To: Keith Robinson <KRobinson@gunnisonco.gov>; Daniel Vollendorf
<DVollendorf@gunnisonco.gov>; Eric Jansen <EJansen@gunnisonco.gov>; Hugo Ferchau
<HFerchau@gunnisonco.gov>; Ben Cowan <BCowan@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: Department Comments for Conditional Use application CU 20-10
 
Good Morning!
 
I hope everyone had a good weekend.  I would appreciate if you could review the
attached application and provide comments to me by the end of the week.
 
 

Caree Musick
Planning Technician
 
City of Gunnison
P.O. Box 239
Gunnison, CO 81230
 
970-641-8150
CMusick@gunnisonco.gov
 
GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
 
     Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject
to the Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.
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City of Gunnison Staff Review Sheet 
 

Title/Log # of Application:  CU 20-10 
Date Routing Sent:   October 27, 2020 
Name of Applicant:   Gilliland Group Partnership No. 2 
Location of Property:   121 South Main Street 
Purpose of the Application: Single-Family dwelling within the CBD district 
 

PLEASE RETURN TO CD DEPARTMENT BY 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4th.  THANK YOU! 

 
The attached Conditional Use application is scheduled for a public hearing before the Planning 
and Zoning Commission on November 18, 2020. The site has historically been used as professional 
office for Atmos Energy.  The request is to convert the structure on the Taylor Street frontage into 
a single-family residence. The lot is located in the first block of South Taylor Street. Call Caree 
(8150) with any questions.  Thank you! 
 
 

 Police Department 
No issues from PD. Robinson 

 
 
 
 

 Parks and Recreation Department 
 
 
 
 

 Fire Marshall 
 
 
 
 

 Building Official 
 
 
 
 

 Finance Director 
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From: Mike Rogers
To: Will Dowis; Caree Musick; David Gardner; Cody Tusing; Jason Kibler
Cc: Andie Ruggera
Subject: RE: Department Comments for Conditional Use CU 20-10
Date: Monday, November 02, 2020 12:45:35 PM
Attachments: image003.png

No issues with water and sewer.
 
 
Thank you,
 
Michael G. Rogers
Water & Wastewater Superintendent
City of Gunnison
Office:  (970) 641-8040
Cell:      (970) 589-4214
Fax:       (970) 641-8041
mrogers@gunnisonco.gov
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

From: Will Dowis <WDowis@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 9:08 AM
To: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov>; David Gardner <DGardner@gunnisonco.gov>; Cody
Tusing <CTusing@gunnisonco.gov>; Mike Rogers <MRogers@gunnisonco.gov>; Jason Kibler
<JKibler@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: RE: Department Comments for Conditional Use CU 20-10
 
No issues with Electric
 

From: Caree Musick <CMusick@gunnisonco.gov> 
Sent: Monday, November 2, 2020 8:11 AM
To: David Gardner <DGardner@gunnisonco.gov>; Cody Tusing <CTusing@gunnisonco.gov>; Will
Dowis <WDowis@gunnisonco.gov>; Mike Rogers <MRogers@gunnisonco.gov>; Jason Kibler
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<JKibler@gunnisonco.gov>
Cc: Andie Ruggera <ARuggera@gunnisonco.gov>
Subject: Department Comments for Conditional Use CU 20-10
 
Good Morning!
 
I hope everyone had a good weekend.  I would appreciate if you could review the
attached application and provide comments to me by the end of the week.
 

Caree Musick
Planning Technician
 
City of Gunnison
P.O. Box 239
Gunnison, CO 81230
 
970-641-8150
CMusick@gunnisonco.gov
 
GUNNISON 2030 Comprehensive Plan
 
     Sender and receiver should be mindful that all my incoming and outgoing emails may be subject
to the Colorado Open Records Act, § 24-72-100.1, et seq.
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STAFF REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
PRELIMINARY PLAT – CASCADIA PARTNERS, LLC 

 
TO:   Planning and Zoning Commission 
From:   Andie Ruggera, Senior Planner 
Date:  October 28, 2020 
RE:   Major Subdivision SB 20-2, Gunnison Rising – Government Campus    

 
 
CODE PROVISIONS 
The City’s Land Development Code (LDC) Section 12.3 defines the types of subdivision 
within the City.  This request is classified as a Major Subdivision, which is an application 
proposing more than eight lots or units, or which subdivides a parent parcel of four acres 
or greater.  Major subdivisions are subject to a four step process: 
 

1. review of sketch plan by Planning Commission at a public hearing; 
2. review of the preliminary plat by Planning Commission at a public hearing; 
3. review and recommendation of the final plat by Planning Commission (with no 

public hearing); and 
4. action on the final plat by City Council (with no public hearing). 

 
The Commission held a public hearing on February 26, 2020 and unanimously approved 
the sketch plan application.  The public hearing on September 23, 2020 was for the 
preliminary plat and the Commission moved and seconded to continue the public hearing 
to October 28, 2020.  At the October 28th public hearing the applicants presented updated 
materials and the Commission motioned to continue the hearing to November 18, 2020 at 
7:30 p.m.  The Planning and Zoning Commission may take action to approve, approve 
with conditions, remand the application for additional information, or deny the 
application.  Approval of Preliminary Plat shall not constitute final approval of the 
subdivision, but rather constitutes authorization only to proceed with an application for 
Final Plat. 
 
APPLICATION 
The applicant, Cascadia Partners, LLC, represented by Victor Tran, Senior Associate, is 
requesting a Major Subdivision (preliminary plat) application to subdivide out a site that 
is 25.41 acres from the total parcel of approximately 166 acres.  The 25.41 acres would 
create seven lots ranging in size from 2.18 to 4.8 acres.  The subdivision would create 
nine parcels in total with a large parcel to the west (approximately 67.55 acres) and a 
large parcel to the east (approximately 54.6 acres) of the 25.41 acres for a government 
campus.   The legal description of the site a parcel of land within the NE1/4 of Section 1, 
Township 49 North, Range 1 West, New Mexico Principal Meridian, within Tomichi 
Creek Corridor Annexation, Rec No. 597050, City of Gunnison, Gunnison County, 
Colorado. 
 
The applicant has complied with application requirements for a Preliminary Plan in 
accordance with Section 12.6 of the LDC.   Public notice was mailed, published, and 
posted in accordance with Section 6.7 of the LDC. 
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STAFF REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
PRELIMINARY PLAT – CASCADIA PARTNERS, LLC 

 
In response to comments from staff, the applicant has made the following modifications 
to the submittal: 
 

Exhibit Major Changes Since the Last Submittal 
Application Form Package No change 
Written Description Minor text changes to reflect new lot number order 
Appendix A. Site Vicinity Map No change 
Appendix B. Preliminary Plat Minor text changes to reflect new lot number order 
Appendix C. Civil Set Drawings Updated exhibits 
Appendix D. Drainage Report Updated report 
Appendix E. Utility Commitment Letters No change 
Appendix F. Title Insurance No change 
Appendix G. Site Development 
Tabulation 

Minor Text Changes to reflect new lot number order 

Appendix H. Development Report -Revised infrastructure cost estimate and off-street 
parking table to reflect lot numbering 
-Revised Appendix B. Utilities Plan 
-Added new Appendix E. Draft Subdivision 
Improvement Agreement 
-Added new Appendix F. Draft Maintenance 
Agreement 

Appendix I. Schematic Plan Updated water and sewer exhibits; additional memo 
summarizing changes 

 
 
The applicants’ narrative states: 

“…The site is part of the Gunnison Rising Planned Unit Development (PUD), 
which includes over 600 acres of land planned for residential, commercial, 
industrial, and mixed-use development. The campus is located with the Maker 
District zone of the Gunnison Rising PUD, which is intended for light industrial, 
office, retail, and institutional uses.   
 
Gunnison Valley Properties (GVP) has been contacted by multiple agencies that 
are interested in locating at the campus. In order to facilitate development of the 
site, GVP is proposing to subdivide the land into seven (7) lots and subsequently 
install major utilities needed to serve the site and prepare it for future 
development. No specific site developments are proposed at this stage. The 
following is an overview of the key elements of the proposed Preliminary Plat.  
 
Lots and Blocks  
The site is a total of 25.41 acres. The proposed subdivision would create five lots 
ranging from 2.18 to 4.8 acres in size. The lots are designed to accommodate 4-5 
individual government agency facilities. The lots are generally oriented toward 
the Gateway (Collector) street that will provide primary access to the site. The 
lots are configured to align with the block layout and street network concept 
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STAFF REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
PRELIMINARY PLAT – CASCADIA PARTNERS, LLC 

 
proposed under the Gunnison Rising PUD, which calls for a gridded street 
network and a primary east-west collector street to serve as a parallel route to 
Highway 50.  
 
Access and Circulation  
The site would receive primary access from a Gateway street that connects to 
Highway 50 at a new southern leg of the intersection with Ute Lane West, 
consistent with the Street Network Plan for the Gunnison Rising PUD and the 
Highway 50 Access Control Plan. The applicant has submitted an Access Permit 
application to CDOT; review is currently underway with an expected approval 
before the submission of the Final Plat application to construct this new access 
point. A traffic analysis has been conducted on this access point and identified 
improvements that will be needed to serve initial and future phases of the 
development (see Appendix H). The initial phase of these improvements is 
proposed to be constructed as part of improvements needed to provide access to 
the site, as shown on the Roadway Plan (Appendix C, Sheet C-03)… 
 
… Proposed access to individual lots is illustrated on the Appendix B: 
Preliminary Plat. Lots 1 and 5 would also be served by a shared private access 
drive. Lot 2 would utilize an access with a private drive to the east of the lot that 
would be shared with Lot 7. Lots 3 and 4 would consolidate access with a shared 
private drive and share access easement. Lot 6 and 1 would be served by a shared 
private access drive.   
 
Pedestrian access would be provided to the site via sidewalks on the Gateway 
street, the private access drive, and an improved Tomichi Creek Trail that runs 
along the southern boundary of the site, as shown on the Preliminary Plat 
(Appendix B). Internal pedestrian walkways would also be provided to connect to 
all building entrances and parking areas, in compliance with the standards of the 
Gunnison Land Development Code (LDC). Bicycle access to the site would be 
provided via multiuse paths on the Gateway street and on the improved Tomichi 
Creek Trail. … 
 
Site Design  
Although no specific developments are proposed at this time, key elements of the 
site design are as follows: 
 Site Design – Campus Elements 

• Highway Buffer. A 50’ wide landscaped and bermed buffer will be 
constructed along Highway 50 on the northern boundary of the 
site… 

• Open Space. A private open space area is proposed along the 
southern edge of the site to provide a recreational area for 
employees and visitors of the campus. The open space faces out to 
the Tomichi Creek State Wildlife Area and would offer views of 
Tenderfoot Mountain and the hills south of Gunnison. At a 
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minimum, the open space would be improved with landscaping, 
picnic area(s), and seating… 

Site Design – Individual Lots 
Site plans for development of each individual lot are not proposed at this 
time. However, the site design elements will be generally consistent with 
the Conceptual Site Plan submitted for the Sketch Plan application and 
will comply with all underlying PUD standards… 
 

…Utilities  
Civil Construction documents for the site will be completed by December 2020.  
Civil scope construction will begin March 2021 and will be completed by July 
2021. Civil scope includes streets, water, sewer, grading, and drainage for public 
improvements.  Specific lot development will require site specific drainage 
requirements as specified in the Engineered Drainage Report for the subdivision 
to include stormwater detention on each lot.  Dry utilities will be installed in the 
May-Jun 2021 timeframe.  
 
A full description of utilities is found in Appendix H: Development Report in 
Section E. Cost of Improvements, Phases and Covenants and Appendix B. 
Utilities Plan.   
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SITE ASSESSMENT  
The proposed subdivision is located within Gunnison Rising (GR) directly south of the 
Gunnison cemetery adjacent to Highway 50.  The Government Campus Subdivision is 
within the Maker Space zone district (Gunnison Rising Major Change approved on 
second reading on September 8, 2020). The Recreational Resort zone district is located to 
the east of the site.  The site is currently used as hay pasture with seasonal cattle grazing. 
 

 
The Government Campus Subdivision is for multiple government agencies to co-locate 
their offices and facility needs.  The proposal includes five large parcels (3 to 4 acres 
each) and two smaller parcels a little over 2 acres for the government campus.   
 
The seven lots will be developed in conformance to zoning and dimensional standards of 
the Maker Space zone district and GR PUD Standards.  The lots are oriented toward the 
Gateway Street and configured in a block layout.  Specific site developments are not 
proposed at this time.  As lots are purchased, individual developers would be required to 
apply for a site specific development plan. 
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While the proposed subdivision is not located adjacent to the existing developed city, the 
property is located within the City limits (Gunnison Rising annexation of 2009).  
Additionally, the PUD Standards define phasing in increments with flexibility of phasing 
as opportunities arise.  Governmental agencies have been trying to locate within the City 
for several years and have contacted the City staff as well as the applicant.  Parcels large 
enough for these governmental agencies are limited within the city. 
 
ACCESS AND STREET CIRCULATION 
Highway Access and Traffic Analysis 
The site would be accessed off Highway 50 in line with the west entrance to Ute Lane 
(Tomichi Heights Subdivision to the north).  This access point off Highway 50 is 
consistent with the Highway 50 Access Control Plan and the Gunnison Rising PUD 
Standards (2020).  A traffic analysis has been completed and submitted with an Access 
Permit application to CDOT for the access off Highway 50.  CDOT has issued a permit 
that will require a right-hand turn deceleration lane, a right-hand turn acceleration land 
and a striped left-hand turn lane that would be triggered in 2024. 
 
Street Circulation 
This access point travels south into the edge of the Maker Space zone and adjacent to the 
Recreational zone district then extends west into the proposed Government Campus 
through a Gateway (collector) Street that will be an extension of New York Avenue.  
New York Avenue will extend east/west along the south portion of the GR parcels from 
Access B (of the Highway 50 Access Control Plan) east through the Recreational Resort. 
 
Access to the individual lots are indicated in the draft Plat above, with shared private 
drives between each of the internal lots.  A fire code compliant turn around will be 
provided on the campus.  
 
The proposed subdivision is adjacent to property owned by the Colorado Parks and 
Wildlife that is situated south of Gunnison Rising and includes the Tomichi Creek.  There 
has been discussion of this property to designate the area as a state park in the future.  
Access to the land would most likely be from the Ute Lane access proposed in the 
Government Campus Subdivision south to the State lands.    
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Phased Roadway Sections 
The applicant is proposing an initial stage road section for New York Avenue that 
provides a bicycle lane on the north and drive lanes as well as an initial access off 
Highway 50 that only provides travel lanes.  The proposed future stage, as development 
occurs to the west, is aligned with the GR PUD Standards with multi-use paths and 
landscaping on both the sides of the street (see cross sections below):   
More discussion needs to occur between staff and the applicants regarding the proposed 
initial and future stage roadway sections.  If the roadway proposal is approved, 
agreements would need to be in place to ensure that the future stage road sections occur 
as development infills to the west and what triggers the future stage requirement. Winter 
maintenance of the proposed public streets will need to be privately maintained through 
an agreement until development connectivity occurs between the proposed subdivision 
and the existing developed city.      
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OFF-STREET PARKING 
Off street parking requirements with follow the GR PUD Standards, Section 4.4.  The 
estimated gross floor area, minimum parking spaces required and estimated number of 
parking spaces to be provided for each lot in the government campus site is in the table 
below: 

 
UTILITIES AND EASEMENTS  
Water and sewer trunk mains are proposed to be extended from the City to the site. 
Electric will be provided by the City.  The City has the capacity to service this site; 
however municipal services are not currently available to this site.  The phase 1 proposal 
is water and sewer private service lines that would connect to the Mains in San Juan 
Avenue.  Phase 2 would include mains for full build out.  Certificate of Dedication and 
Ownership and the Certificate of Street and Utility Maintenance on the draft plat may 
need to be modified to reflect phase 1 private service lines and private road maintenance 
and language to address phase 2 improvements as GR builds out from the west.  A 
Subdivision Improvements Agreement will include the phase 1 utilities and also reflect 
trigger points for transitioning to phase 2. 
 
Sewer 
Sewer will be served by a 10-inch sewer gravity main from the east end of New York 
Avenue to Access B where the sewer main will transition to a 15-inch sewer main to the 
sewer lift station located on the southwest end of CR 49.  The sewer lift station will pump 
the sewage to a new manhole located near San Juan Avenue connecting to an existing 
City Manhole on an existing 15-inch sewer gravity trunk main.  
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The project has designed and submitted to CDPHE for sewer lift station shown on the 
Exhibit B in the appendix based on this information.  This sewer lift station lifts the 
effluent flow to Manhole 6-5.  The sewer main downstream of manhole 6-5 is currently at 
a d/D of 0.4-0.6 capacity based on the technical study commissioned by the City and 
completed by Lamp Rynearson dated May 2019. This existing 15-inch sewer trunk main 
may need to be enlarged in the 2030 timeframe when the development reaches a sewer 
flow level that places the Trunk Main at a d/D of 0.8.  
 
A second concern was discussed related to initial sewer collection service to the 
Government Campus. As with the water service, the extension of over 7,000 linear feet of 
sewer main to serve the very low volume of the initial BLM building is not in the best 
interest of the City to accept this level of infrastructure for ownership and maintenance.  
The low flow volume will not likely carry solids due to the low flow velocity and will 
require a higher level of maintenance.  A few sewer service connections do not justify the 
additional capital infrastructure being added to the City’s capital inventory.  
 
The consensus of the meeting was that a private low-pressure sewer main from the 
Government Campus to manhole 6-5 would provide the optimal near-term solution.  This 
allows for delay of installation of the lift station, allowing time to determine if the 
optimal gravity trunk main can be achieved through the airport property.  It also reduces 
the maintenance and capital infrastructure for the City until there is more sewer flow 
demand from build-out of the Maker District.  The City’s only maintenance responsibility 
would be to flush the low pressure main every three years, the developer would assume 
all other repairs and maintenance.  The E-one grinder pumps would be owned by lot 
owners who would be responsible for their installation, repair and replacement.  As with 
the water main approach, build-out will occur from west to east and as the build-out 
occurs, the sewer main will be extended replacing the low-pressure sewer main in 
segments until the gravity main reaches the end of the project.  The trigger point for 
extension of the gravity main would be based on flow rates necessary to maintain the 
necessary velocities for solids transport.  This ensures there will be sufficient sewer 
services to justify the City accepting the additional capital into its inventory and the 
maintenance expense.  Service taps for the low-pressure line will be co-located next to 
the location for the future gravity line to facilitate the future connection to the gravity 
system.  The SIA provides for the City Engineer to determine when the sewer mains must 
be extended as the Maker District builds out west to east based on a trigger point 
documented in the SIA and City Standards for peak hourly flow.   
 
Water 
The Government Campus connections in the future will be made to the existing 8-inch 
City water mains on either College Avenue or Georgia Avenue and a new 12-inch water 
main connecting to the 10-inch trunk main on Escalante.  This will provide looping, 
redundancy and adequate fire flow to the development.  A 12-inch trunk main will be 
extended east on Ohio Avenue to Hartman Blvd. (Access B) and south on Hartman Blvd. 
to Access B where it will cross U.S. Highway 50 in a highway bore.  The main will be 
extended to New York Avenue and will be extended east on New York Avenue to the 
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Government Campus boundary where it will transition to an 8-inch main which will 
extend to the end of New York Avenue on the east side of Ute Trail South.  
 
The City Public Works department identified a critical issue with the long extension of 
the water main from Access B to the Government Campus.  The chlorine residual testing 
for the City distribution system is based on the farthest service connection point, which in 
this case would be the Government Campus.  The water main extension will hold 
approximately 28,000 gallons in the main extension and the daily use for the first service 
tap connection for the BLM building will likely have a daily water use of 300 gallons per 
day, which could result in a water age of 94 days or more.  This would affect the City’s 
ability to meet CDPHE regulations for the entire City water system. 
 
The only identified solution for this issue is to not extend a water main until there is 
enough water demand to provide a daily water flow to maintain the required chlorine 
residual.  A 4-inch private service line will be extended from San Juan Avenue to the 
Government Campus.  This water service line will contain 4,149 gallons of water and 
with the 300 gpd water use will have an initial water age of 14 days.  This water age will 
rapidly reduce with additional uses on the campus.  
 
If sufficient water use is realized in the developments residential neighborhood on the 
north side of the highway and a commercial use is realized in the Maker District on the 
south side of the highway at Access B, the 4-inch water main can be reduced from 8,250 
feet to 4,500 feet and will only contain 2,200 gallons of water and the water age will be 
reduced to 8 days.  
 
Hugo Ferchau confirmed that adequate fire protection can be provided to the campus by 
tanker relay until such time as a main is extended to the campus.  If the BLM building is 
sprinklered, a dedicated cistern and pump will supply the building and the cistern will be 
connected via a meter to the cistern with appropriate backflow protection to keep the 
cistern full.  
 
The 8” ductile iron water main will be installed within the boundaries of the Government 
Campus as it is located under the paved road.  The main will be inspected and water 
hydraulic pressure tested, then drained and capped until the main from the west is 
extended to the site.  Service lines from the main will be extended to the boundary of 
each lot.  The temporary 4” service line will be installed in on the edge of the right of 
way outside the paved area and service lines with curb stops and valve boxes per City 
specifications.  The service lines the temporary main will be located next to the 
permanent service line connections to facilitate future transfer connections to the 8” 
main.  
 
As the Maker District builds out from the west to the east, the main will be extended 
supported by the required water demand and looping to Access C to ensure water flows 
to maintain chlorine residuals.  The SIA provides for the City Engineer to determine 
when the water mains must be extended as the Maker District builds out west to east 
based on a trigger point provided in the SIA and City Standards for water age. 
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Electric 
The initial application contemplated Gunnison County Electric Association (GCEA) 
providing electrical service to the Government Campus until development built out east 
from the improved City to the Campus.  After discussions between the City and GCEA, 
some concerns by the City have arisen with franchise agreements and the length of the 
contracts requested by GCEA.  The applicant is working with the City to determine how 
electrical service will be provided by the City to the Government Campus.  Finalization 
of the electrical service and language and estimated costs within the Subdivision 
Improvements Agreement will be a condition for approval of the Preliminary Plat if the 
Commission chooses to approve the application.  
 
Irrigation 
The Cemetery Ditch crosses the highway at the location of the subdivision and is feasible 
to serve the subdivision with water.  The final civil design will include an irrigation 
system design. 
 
Utility Commitments 
An Atmos Energy tap from the Xcel Energy transmission line exists on the south side of 
the highway across from Tomichi Village.  The project has obtained a preliminary quote 
for extension of natural gas from this tap to serve the Government Campus.  Atmos 
Energy will not issue a contract for the installation or finalize design until a final plat is 
filed.  The line will follow the 50-foot Excel Main until it reaches Access E and then will 
be in E. New York Avenue within the right of way a minimum of 20 feet from the water 
main. 
 
Phone and Internet will be provided by one of the major service providers.  CenturyLink 
has responded to the project’s inquiries.  CGI is familiar with CenturyLink policies, 
which require a developer of commercial to install the conduit for the services.  CGI is 
adding the conduit design to the construction drawings.  Spectrum and other providers are 
also being contacted for potential service. 
 
DRAINAGE REPORT 
The drainage report concludes that each lot as it is developed must provide a stormwater 
management plan that identifies pollution sources and treatment methods that will be 
utilized to minimize the migration of pollutants from the site, both during and after 
construction.  The subdivision must be designed to mitigate stormwater impacts and 
convey offsite and on site stormwater where applicable.  The report identifies 
recommendations to ensure that stormwater is safely conveyed through the site and the 
impacts to historic stormwater runoff rates are mitigated.  The recommendations are: 
 
• Road design at the northeast corner of the subdivision should allow for a minimum 

of 29 cfs of stormwater flow to cross the road. 
• A 25’ wide drainage easement should be provided along the south boundary of the 

subdivision plat. 
• Site grading should allow for conveyance of 36 cfs of stormwater adjacent to the 

abandoned railroad grade along the southern boundary. 
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• The site design of each lot should be required to incorporate the minimum on-site 

detention volume indicated in Table 5 of this report. 
• Site Plans for individual lots should require review for compliance with this report 

and engineered drainage plans.  
 
SUBDIVISION IMPROVEMENTS AGREEMENT AND MAINTENANCE 
AGREEMENT 
A draft Subdivision Improvement Agreement has been submitted for the proposed Phase 
1 infrastructure and initial road design along with estimated cost for the temporary 
improvements to the Government Campus.  The agreement will need to be updated to 
include connection of electricity to the site as well as estimated materials and costs for 
the future phase of improvements with language requiring updated estimates and security 
for phase 2.   
 
A Maintenance Agreement has been drafted between the applicant/developer and the City 
to address responsibilities of the initial road design, water service line and low pressure 
sewer system until infrastructure improvements for future buildout has been completed.  
The draft agreement requires the developer to maintain all street maintenance, including 
snow removal, until street connection has been made from Ute Lane (west entrance) to 
either Access B or D as indicated in the PUD Standards.  Water and sewer line 
maintenance will also be the responsibility of the developer until such time the private 
service lines are replaced with City water and sewer mains. The agreement will need to 
be finalized prior to Final Plat approval. 
 
DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS 
Building Official: No issue at this time. 
Fire Marshal:     
Parks and Recreation Director: No issue at this time. 
Finance Director: No issue at this time. 
Police Chief:     
 
The Public Works Department has been working closely with the GR consultant team to 
review all application materials and agreements regarding infrastructure improvements.  
The applicants have updated materials throughout this process in response to those 
comments. 
 
REVIEW STANDARDS 
The LDC Section 12.8 contains eight specific standards that are used by the Planning and 
Zoning Commission and City Council to consider for all subdivision applications.  Based 
on the LDC Section 6.8, an application that fails to comply with any applicable review 
standard shall be denied.    
  
A. Master Plan.  The proposed subdivision shall carry out the purpose and spirit of the 

Master Plan and conform to all of the Plan’s applicable intent statements, specific 
directions and recommended actions.  It shall be designed to be compatible with 
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surrounding land uses, to protect neighbors from undesirable noise, glare and 
shadows and shall not cause adverse effects on their privacy, solar access and views.   
The following excerpts from the Master Plan are applicable to this subdivision. 
Possible Conflict.  
Chapter 2, Community Character, Policy 3: New developments along the City’s 
edges will improve the entrances and complement the City’s community character 
and sense of place. 
Chapter 5, Land Use and Growth, Goal: Growth and development will preserve and 
enhance the quality of life which makes Gunnison unique and attractive.  Edges of the 
community remain clearly defined.  New developments will demonstrate high-quality 
urban design while protecting the rural landscapes surrounding the City.  Sprawl will 
be avoided through effective infill and compact growth. 
Chapter 7, Economics, Goal: A diversified local economy will support the economic 
and employment needs of residents and account for social character, land use patterns 
and global economic and global energy concerns. 
Chapter 7, Economics, Policy 4: Assure attractive and financially strong commercial 
zone districts. 
 
The site location and uses complies with the design standards of the Maker Space 
Zone within the PUD Standards. 
 
While the proposed subdivision is not located adjacent to the existing developed city, 
the property is located within the City limits with the annexation of 2009.  
Additionally, the PUD Standards offer phasing in increments with flexibility of 
phasing as opportunities arise.  Governmental agencies have been trying to locate 
within the City for several years and have contacted the City staff as well as the 
applicant.  Parcels large enough for these governmental agencies are limited within 
the city. 

 
B. Zone District Standards. The proposed subdivision shall comply with the use and 

dimensional standards of the underlying zone district and shall provide off-street 
parking as required for the use.   
No Conflict. The subdivision is located within the existing Maker Space zone district 
and the Government Campus proposal is an allowed use in the PUD.  Off-street 
parking is proposed at one space per 1000 square feet of floor area.  

 
C. Improvements. The proposed subdivision shall be provided with improvements 

which comply with Section 4 and 5.   
Possible Conflict.  The City has the capacity to service this site; however municipal 
services are not currently available to the site.  The proposed water and sewer main 
includes a phase 1 with private service lines and phase 2 that would be full build out 
lines.  Alternatives for water, sewer and electric are needed temporarily until 
development and infill occurs from the existing developed city to the proposed 
subdivision.  Agreements have been drafted to address the construction of the Phase 1 
and 2 improvements as well as maintenance responsibility of the developer of streets 
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and private service lines unit the street is extended and City water and sewer mains 
are installed and approved by the City.   
 
A specific development for the seven lots is not being proposed at this time.  Site 
Development Applications will be required as each lot is improved.  
 

1. Streets.  Existing and proposed streets shall be suitable and adequate to carry 
anticipated traffic within and in the vicinity of the proposed subdivision.   
Possible Conflict:  The access off Highway 50 is located in compliance with 
the Highway 50 Access Control Plan.  The proposal includes an initial 
roadway plan and a future roadway plan.  Private maintenance of the street 
will be required until connectivity and infill has occurred from the existing 
developed City to the subdivision.  An agreement for maintenance is required 
and has been drafted.  Additionally, triggers for the construction of the future 
roadway plan and City water and sewer mains will need to be finalized within 
the Subdivision Improvements Agreement prior to approval of Final Plat. 

 
2. Utilities.  Existing and proposed utility services shall be suitable and adequate 

to meet the needs of the proposed subdivision.  As a condition of obtaining 
water service, any water rights which run with the property shall be dedicated 
to the City.   
Possible Conflict.  See comments above. 
 

3. Landscaping.  Landscaping, buffering and screening as required by Section 
4.6 shall be achievable given the underlying lot widths and rights-of-way 
dimensions. 
No Conflict: Landscaping and buffering requirements will be required as 
development occurs per the GR PUD Standards and applicable LDC 
Standards.  The site provides ample space to meet these requirements. 
 

4. Phases.  If the subdivision is to be developed in phases, each phase shall 
contain the required parking spaces, landscape areas, utilities, and streets that 
are necessary for creating and sustaining a stable environment.   
No Conflict.  Each phase will be required to go through a site development 
approval process that will require compliance to the GR PUD Standards and 
applicable LDC Standards. 

 
D. Natural Features.  The layout of lots and blocks shall provide desirable settings for 

structures by making use of natural contours and maintaining existing views, 
affording privacy for residents and protecting them from adverse noise and vehicular 
traffic.  The system of roadways and the lot layout shall be designed to take 
advantage of visual qualities of the areas.  Natural features and native vegetation shall 
be preserved whenever possible.   
No Conflict.  “The key natural features of the site are the Tomichi Creek State 
Wildlife Area to the south and views of Tenderfoot Mountain and other hills further 
south. The site itself is relatively flat and native vegetation has been largely been 
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replaced by an agricultural field. The site plan takes advantage of views of the 
Tomichi Creek area and hillsides to the south by orienting the two private access 
drives along a north-south corridor and setting the buildings back away from this 
corridor. Additional, pedestrian plazas and private landscaped open space along the 
Tomichi Creek Trail would afford views to the south. The private open space also 
functions as a transition to the natural wetland areas surrounding Tomichi Creek. 
Lastly, the landscaped and bermed buffer along the highway frontage would help to 
screen views of the parking and outdoor service areas from the highway.” 

  
E. Floodplains.  Tracts of land or portions thereof lying within the one hundred year 

floodplain may only be subdivided for open space until the subdivider has shown that 
compliance with the requirements of the City’s floodplain regulations can be met.   

 No Conflict.  A very small portion of the proposed Lot 3 is within the 100-year 
floodplain.  The conceptual site plan, that includes a trail through this section, 
complies with the Standards.  

 
F. Future Streets.  When a tract is subdivided into lot(s) or parcel(s) which are intended 

for future re-subdivision, such lot(s) or parcel(s) shall be so arranged so as to permit 
the logical location and opening of future streets and appropriate re-subdivision, with 
provision for adequate utility easements and connectors for such re-subdivision.   
No Conflict.  Future street extensions are indicated on the conceptual site plan as 
well as the GR PUD Standards that includes an east/west collector street.   

 
G. Common Recreation Facilities.  Where a development is proposed to contain 

common recreation facilities, such facilities shall be so located within the 
development so as to be easily accessible to the residents and to least interfere with 
neighboring developments.   
No Conflict.  Private open space is proposed on the south portion of the subdivision 
site for the proposed Tomichi Creek Trail.  The open space will be accessed by 
internal pedestrian walkways.  The Tomichi Creek State Wildlife area is to the south 
of GR and the proposed subdivision. 

 
H. Lots and Blocks 

1. Pattern.  The size, shape and orientation of lots shall be appropriate to the 
design and location of the proposed subdivision and to the type of 
development contemplated.  Where appropriate, lots shall be laid out to 
respect the existing City pattern.  Blocks generally shall not be less than 300’ 
nor more than 1,200’ in length.   
No Conflict.  The proposed lots are configured to align with the block layout 
and street pattern within the GR PUD Standards.  The subdivision proposes an 
east/west collector street along with private drives that creates a block that is 
approximately 430 feet in length. 

 
2. Frontage.  Residential lots should front only on local streets; however, when 

necessary, lots designated to face a collector street shall provide adequate 
means for automobile turnaround within the lot. 
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Not Applicable.   

 
3. Right Angles.  Side lot lines shall be approximately at right angle or radial to 

street lines.   
No Conflict.  Lot lines are appropriately angled. 

 
4.  Double Frontage Lots.  Double frontage lots are prohibited, except where 

they are necessary to provide for the separation of residential development 
from collector or arterial streets or to overcome specific limitations of the 
topography or orientation.   A planting and screening easement of at least 10” 
shall be provided along the portion of the lot which abuts such a Collector or 
Arterial street.  There shall be no right of access across a planting and 
screening easement.  The screening easement shall be maintained by the 
property owner.  
Not Applicable.   

 
5  T Intersections.  The building area of lots shall not face directly into the 

oncoming traffic of an intersecting street of a “T” intersection.  
No Conflict.  “The only “T” intersection proposed is at the private access 
drive of Lot 1 and the Gateway street. As shown on the Conceptual Site Plan, 
no building is proposed directly facing this intersection across the Gateway 
street on Lot 4.” 

 
6.   Solar Energy.  For the purposes of protecting and enhancing the potential for 

utilizing solar energy in the proposed subdivision,  detached single family lots 
are encouraged to be laid out in such a manner that the houses will be oriented 
so that their long axis will run east/west and so that the houses will not block 
the solar access of adjacent houses.   
Not Applicable. 

 
ACTION 
During the Planning and Zoning Commission meeting of November 18, 2020 
Commissioner ____________ moved, Commissioner _____________ seconded and the 
Planning and Zoning Commission voted to approve the Major Subdivision, Preliminary 
Plat, SB 20-2, Gunnison Rising – Government Campus with the following findings of 
fact and conditions: 
 
Findings of Fact: 

1. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the record of this action includes 
the application contents on file with the City of Gunnison; all comments entered 
into the Public Hearing record; and provisions of the City of Gunnison Land 
Development Code and the City of Gunnison Master Plan. 
 

2. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that this application is for a Major 
Subdivision to subdivide out a site that is 25.41 acres from the total parcel of 
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approximately 166 acres.  The Commission further finds that the 25.41 acres 
would create seven lots ranging in size from 2.18 to 4.8 acres. 

  
3. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the proposed Government 

Campus Subdivision is located in the existing PUD Maker Space zone district and 
is intended for government facilities.      

 
4. All lots are required to be served by utilities and proper utility line sizes with 

appropriate easements for utilities and access.  The Planning and Zoning 
Commission finds that easements and utility locations have been drafted on the 
subdivision plat and civil drawings which will be finalized at Final subdivision 
review. 
 

5. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the Government Campus 
electrical service was proposed to be served temporarily by Gunnison County 
Electric Association (GCEA).  The proposed subdivision is within the City’s 
electrical service territory and there are concerns by the City with GCEA 
providing service in regard to franchise agreements and the service timeframe of 
the contract.  The Commission further finds that the electrical service will be 
provided by the City of which details will need to be finalized during Final 
Subdivision review. 
 

6. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that a Subdivision Improvements 
Agreement (SIA) for Phase 1 infrastructure (roadway and private service lines) 
and trigger points for Phase 2 improvements, has been drafted along with cost 
estimates for Phase 1 that will be finalized during Final Subdivision review.  
 

7. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that a Maintenance Agreement has 
been drafted between the City and the developer to address the maintenance of the 
Phase 1 private service lines and streets that will be finalized during Final 
Subdivision review.   

 
8. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the applicant proposes access off 

Highway 50 at Ute Lane (west entrance) in compliance with the Highway 50 
Access Control Plan and the applicant has received an Access Permit from 
CDOT. 
 

9. A gateway (collector) street, New York Avenue, is proposed east/west through 
the subdivision within an initial roadway design and a future configuration that 
complies with the GR PUD Standards.  The Planning and Zoning Commission 
finds that trigger points for the future configuration and maintenance of the street 
will be addressed in a Subdivision Improvements Agreement and Maintenance 
Agreement that will be finalized during Final Subdivision review.     
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10. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that a specific development on the 

seven lots within the Government Campus is not proposed at this time and that a 
site development application would be required at the time of development. 

 
11. The Planning and Zoning Commission finds that the eight review standards for 

subdivisions have been or will be met based on the following Conditions: 
 

Conditions 
1. The Final Plat application shall comply with all provisions of the City’s Land 

Development Code. 
 
2. Final Plat submittal shall include plan details that address electrical service to the 

Government Campus. 
 

3. Final Plat submittal shall include updated Subdivision Improvements Agreement 
with cost estimates for Phase 1 and 2 and Maintenance Agreement based off staff 
comments. 
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SUBDIVISION IMPROVEMENTS AGREEMENT 
Name of Subdivision, City of Gunnison, Gunnison County Colorado 

 
This Subdivision Improvements Agreement (“the Agreement”) is entered into this _____th day of 
_________, 20__, between the City of Gunnison, Colorado (“the City”) and Gunnison Valley 
Properties, (“The Developer”). 
 
 1. Facts and Purposes.  This 
Agreement is entered into with respect to the following facts and purposes: 
 
 1.1 The Developer is developing certain real property located within the City of 

Gunnison and simultaneously herewith has submitted a preliminary plat drawing 
(Exhibit A). 

 
 1.2  There remains uncompleted certain improvements required by the approval of the 

final plat. 
 1.3 
 1.4  The City requires that the 
  Developer enter into this Agreement in order to assure the construction of all 
Improvements as required by the approval of the final plat and indicated in Exhibit B. 
 1.5 Accordingly, the City and Developer agree as follows with respect to the 

construction of the Improvements. 
 
 2. Improvements.  Developer 
shall construct all Improvements in accordance with the “Phase 1 Infrastructure Requirements” 
for the Subdivision of the _________ Subdivision, which were submitted to and approved by the 
City in connection with the approval of the final plat.  All workmanship and materials required to 
complete the Improvements shall be in accordance with the approved plans and shall be subject 
to the City’s approval.  The improvements to be completed by the Developer are listed on 
Exhibit B.   
 
 3. Estimate of Costs.  Attached 
as Exhibit B to this Agreement is an estimate of the cost to construct the Improvements, which 
estimates have been provided by the Developer and approved by the City. (attach cost estimates 
from Development Report appendix) 
 
 4. Time to Complete.  

4.1 CDOT HIGHWAY ACCESS 
4.1.1 The Developer has  obtained a CDOT Access Permit for Ute Lane South 
permit number 320085.  The developer will construct the improvements required 
by the permit within three years of the permit issuance date.  The details of the 
improvements are for turn lanes and are provided in the permit.  An approved 
access will be constructed prior to Certificate of Occupancy of any structures. 

4.2 NEW YORK AVENUE & UTE LANE SOUTH 

4.2.1 The developer shall construct Ute Lane South from U.S. Highway 

50 to New York Avenue per the submitted Civil Plans Roadway 
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Section BB, with (2) 11-foot paved travel lanes and (2) 4-foot 

gravel shoulders as specified in the Civil Engineering Plans. 

4.2.2 The developer shall construct for the initial phase of development 

New York Avenue from Ute Lane South to the western boundary 

of the subdivision per the submitted Civil Plans Roadway Section 

AA “Initial Stage” with (2) 11- foot paved travel lanes, (1) 8-foot 

bicycle lane, as specified in the Civil Engineering Plans. 

4.2.3 The developer shall provide a hammerhead turn around meeting 

the International Fire Code at one of the rear lot access 

easements with a gravel surface capable of supporting an 80,000 

pound fire apparatus and shall maintain the hammerhead as 

specified in the Civil Engineering Plans until such time as New York 

Avenue is connected to a second access to U.S. Highway 50. 

4.3 STORMWATER & GRADING 

4.3.1 Stormwater management and grading improvements will be 

installed per the Civil Engineering Plans and Engineered Drainage 

Report and will be completed prior to certificate of occupancy for 

any structures. 

4.3.2 Lot specific stormwater analysis and improvements shall be 

submitted with each lots site plan by the owner of the lot.  

4.4 WATER SUPPLY 

4.4.1 The developer shall construct a private 4-inch water service main 
per the Civil Drawings submitted to provide “initial” water service 
to the subdivision.  The main will be complete prior to certificate 
of occupancy for any structures.  This infrastructure shall be 
subject to the “Gunnison Rising Maintenance Agreement”. 

4.4.2 The developer shall construct a 12-inch City public water main 
from Access B east on New York Avenue to the west boundary of 
the subdivision and an 8-inch main from the west boundary to the 
east boundary of the subdivision in phases as the average daily 
water use data from water meters in winter months indicates the 
“Trigger Point” for the extension phase meets the Trigger Point 
Criteria.  The trigger point criteria shall be a water age not to 
exceed 10 days based on the metered water data average daily use.  
The calculations and determination of the water main extension 
shall be by the City Engineer.  The developer shall develop the 
Maker District west of the Government Campus from the west to 
the east in a fashion to facilitate the main extensions as early as 
possible. 

4.5 SEWER COLLECTION SYSTEM 
4.5.1 The developer shall construct a private low-pressure sewer system 

main from Ute Lane South on the east boundary of the subdivision 
to the nearest City public gravity main (Access B). The main will 
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be completed prior to Certificate of Occupancy for any structures.  
This infrastructure shall be subject to the “Gunnison Rising 
Maintenance Agreement”. 

4.5.2 The developer shall construct the following mains upon certain 
prescribed triggers which will include a 15 inch gravity main along 
County Road 49 from the lift station to Access B and a 10 inch 
gravity main from Access B along New York Avenue to Ute Lane 
in phased segments as the daily peak flow rates meet the “Trigger 
Point for main extensions.  The trigger point flows will be 
determined similar to the water main trigger points based on water 
meter winter months average daily flow and a calculated peak our 
flow from the meter data.  The trigger point will be 2.5 feet per 
section peak hour flow.  The trigger point analysis and 
determination will be by the City Engineer.  

4.6 ELECTRICAL POWER 
4.6.1 Three Phase Electrical Power will be provided by GCEA via a bore 

across U.S. Highway 50 at Ute Lane and will be extended to the 

western lots of the subdivision.  This power supply will be 

sufficient to serve the Recreational Resort District and the 

Government Campus Subdivision.  The power supply will be 

completed prior to Certificate of Occupancy for any structures. 
4.7  Natural Gas 

4.7.1 Natural Gas service will be provided by Atmos Energy from a 

Atmos Tap on the Xcel Energy Natural Gas High Pressure Main 

that is east of Ute Lane.  The Atmos natural gas main will be 

extended west in the 50-foot public utility easement along the 

highway to Ute Lane, south on Ute Lane to New York Avenue and 

west on New York Avenue to the western edge of the 

Government Campus Subdivision.  The gas infrastructure shall be 

completed prior to certificate of occupancy for any structures. 
4.8 Phone/Internet 

4.8.1 Phone and high-speed internet will be provided by CenturyLink.  

CenturyLink has service lines along the south side of U.S. Highway 

50.  Service lines for the subdivision will be extended south on Ute 

Lane to New York Avenue and west on New York Avenue to the 

western edge of the subdivision.  Service will be installed prior to 

the certificate of occupancy for any structures. 

 5. Inspection of Improvements.  
The Developer shall keep the City advised of its construction schedule so that appropriate times 
for inspection can be determined.  As the Improvements are completed, the Developer may 
request in writing that the City approve the Improvements that have theretofore been completed. 
The City Engineer shall, within 10 days after receipt of such written request, inspect the 
completed Improvements.  If the City Engineer determines that such Improvements are 
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completed in accordance with the approved plans, he shall issue the letter of approval within 
such 10 day period.  If the City Engineer determines that the Improvements are not complete or 
otherwise not constructed in the conformity with the approved plans, he shall inform the 
Developer in writing of any deficiencies and shall not issue a letter of approval until the 
deficiencies listed in his notice are corrected. 
 
 6 Financial Guarantee.  In order to assure the completion of the Improvements the 

Developer shall provide a financial guarantee, as stated in Section 6.1 herein, 
hereafter the “Security,” in the amount of 125% of the estimated cost of the 
construction of the Improvements. The estimated cost of Improvements is ______ 
and the amount of the Security shall be $________ (Exhibit B).  

 
6.1 Security.  Developer will provide a Cashiers Check                                             #                          

. to the City of Gunnison to be kept in a City escrow available account for the 
funds stated in Section 6, and based on the terms of this Agreement.   

 
 6.2 Release of Security.  As the  

Improvements are completed the Developer may request in writing that the City 
release that portion of the Security applicable to completed Improvements.  If 
such Improvements have been approved by the City in accordance with paragraph 
5 above, the City shall release that portion of the Security equal to the estimated 
cost of construction of the completed Improvements.  If, however, the 
Improvements have not been approved by the City in accordance with paragraph 
5 above, the City shall not be obligated to release the Security until any 
deficiencies are corrected. 

 
 6.4 Use of Security.  If the City 

determines that the Developer has not constructed any or all of the Improvements 
in a timely manner or in accordance with the approved plans, the City may draw 
on the Security such funds as may be necessary, in the City’s discretion, to 
complete the Improvements in accordance with the approved plans. 
 
Warranty 

 
7. Waiver.  No waiver of any of provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed or 

constitute a waiver of any other provisions herein, nor shall such waiver constitute 
a continuing waiver unless otherwise expressly provided, nor shall the waiver of 
any default hereunder be deemed a waiver of any subsequent default hereunder. 

 
8. Amendment of Agreement.  The parties hereto may amend or modify this 

Agreement only by written instrument which has been approved by the City 
Attorney, and which shall be signed by both the Developer and the City. 

 
 
 
 9. Independent Contractor. 
Developer is an independent contractor, and nothing herein contained shall constitute or 
designate Developer or any of its employees or agents as agents or employees of the City.  
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 10. Force Majeure.  The obligation of the Developer under this Agreement to 
complete the Improvements described herein shall be suspended for the period that performance 
is prevented by any cause beyond its reasonable control, including without limitation, labor 
disputes (however arising and whether or not employee demands are reasonable or within the 
power of the party to grant); acts of God, fire, explosion, or unusual weather conditions; laws, 
rules, regulations, orders, proclamations, instructions or requests of any government or 
governmental entity; judgments or orders of any court; curtailment or suspension of activities to 
remedy or avoid any actual or alleged, present or prospective violation of federal, state, or local 
environmental standards; acts of war or conditions arising out of or attributable to war, whether 
declared or undeclared; delay or failure by suppliers or transporters of materials, parts, supplies, 
services or equipment or by contractors or subcontractors; shortage of, or inability to obtain, 
labor, transportation, materials, machinery, equipment, supplies, utilities or services; accidents; 
damage to or destruction of equipment, machinery or facilities; inability to obtain access to the 
subdivision or necessary ancillary property or any other cause (whether similar or dissimilar to 
the foregoing) beyond the reasonable control of the party affected.   The Developer shall notify 
the City in writing of any such prevention, said notice to include a description of all efforts taken 
by Developer in correcting any conditions preventing performance by Developer. 
 
 
 
Executed as of the date first above set forth. 
 
CITY OF GUNNISON  
 
 

By:_______________________________                                                            Russ Forrest, 
City Manager                                   

                                                       
ATTEST:     
 

By:_______________________________                                                            
 Erica Boucher, City Clerk                    
 
 
DEVELOPER  

 
 
By:  _____________________ 
 , Developer (Gunnison Valley Properties) 
 
 
STATE OF COLORADO) 
    ) ss 
COUNTY OF GUNNISON) 
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The foregoing Subdivision Improvements Agreement was acknowledged before me this ____ 
day of _________, 2020 by:                                                                                                             .                             
Witness my hand and seal 
 
 
My commission expires: ____________ 
 
_________________________. 
Notary Public 
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Exhibit A – Legal Description (attach Preliminary Plat with legal descriptions) 
 

, City of Gunnison, Gunnison County Colorado 
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EXHIBIT B: Estimate: Material – Quantity 
(attach cost estimates from Development 
Report) – Cost 
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GUNNISON RISING
GOVERNMENT PARCEL
PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATE

Prepared by:  Williams Engineering, LLC & Crabtree Group, Inc.
Date:  August 27, 2020

ROADS
UNIT

ITEM UNITS QTY PRICE TOTAL
Mobilization LS 1 6,000.00$     6,000.00$     
Traffic Control Plan LS 1 1,000.00$     1,000.00$     
Erosion Control LS 1 2,000.00$     2,000.00$     
Construction surveying LS 1 3,000.00$     3,000.00$     
Clear & Grub LS 1 1,000.00$     1,000.00$     
Unsuitable material removal (based on 3' depth) CY 14,711 1.57$            23,096.27$   
Hauling and placement of replacement structural fill CY 17,653 25.45$          449,273.94$ 
24" diameter culvert in place lft 34 106.00$        3,604.00$     
24" culvert flares ea 2 750.00$        1,500.00$     
6" Cl 6 Road Base CY 1,258 46.60$          58,622.80$   
Curb & Gutter - future lft 5,226 33.00$          172,458.00$ 
3" asphalt mat - future SY 5,807 24.75$          143,723.25$ 
Final Grading and seeding LS 1 8,600.00$     8,600.00$     
Striping-White Solid - future lft 1,742 2.17$            3,780.14$     
Striping-white dashed - future lft 5,266 2.17$            11,427.22$   
Signs - Stop & Street ea 2 300.00$        600.00$        

   ----------
SUBTOTAL ROADS 889,685.62$ 

Administrative, fiscal & legal % 0.04$            31,139.00$   
Engineering % 0.06$            53,381.14$   
Construction supervision % 0.04$            35,587.42$   

   ----------
TOTAL ROADS $1,009,793

WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
UNIT

ITEM UNITS QTY PRICE TOTAL

3" Water Service Line Access B to Campus lft 4200 15.00$          63,000.00$   
8" Class 52 DI water pipe in place lft 1,384 75.00$          103,800.00$ 
8"x8"x6" DI Tee in place with thrust block ea 1 1,500.00$     1,500.00$     
8" Gate Valves in place with thrust block ea 1 2,500.00$     2,500.00$     
8" DI Plugs with thrust block ea 1 1,514.00$     1,514.00$     
6" Class 52 DI in place ea 55 60.00$          3,300.00$     
Fire hydrant in place with thrust block ea 1 4,800.00$     4,800.00$     
6" Gate valve in place ea 1 1,800.00$     1,800.00$     
2"x8" Tap Saddles & corporation stop ea 7 900.00$        6,300.00$     
2" HDPE service lines in place lft 259 30.00$          7,770.00$     
2" service line valves and boxes ea 14 1,510.00$     21,140.00$   
4"x4"x PT posts ea 6 100.00$        600.00$        
Dewatering LS 1 6,000.00$     6,000.00$     
Testing, flushing and disinfecting water lines LS 1 1,200.00$     1,200.00$     

   ----------
SUBTOTAL WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 225,224.00$ 

Administrative, fiscal & legal % 4% 7,882.84$     
Engineering % 10% 22,522.40$   
Construction supervision % 4% 9,008.96$     

TOTAL WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM $264,638
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SEWAGE COLLECTION SYSTEM
UNIT

ITEM UNITS QTY PRICE TOTAL
3" low pressure sewer Manhole 6-5 to Site lft 8000 15.26$          122,080.00$ 
low pressure service line kits ea 7 3,500.00$     24,500.00$   
low pressure sewer flushing stations ea 5 2,500.00$     12,500.00$   
Acceptance Testing LS 1 5,000.00$     5,000.00$     
4"x4"x PT posts in place ea 6 100.00$        600.00$        
Sewer path grading prior to install LS 1 50,000.00$   50,000.00$   

   ----------
214,680.00$ 

SUBTOTAL SEWAGE COLLECTION SYSTEM

Administrative, fiscal & legal % 0.04$            7,513.80$     
Engineering % 0.10$            21,468.00$   
Construction supervision % 0.04$            8,587.20$     

TOTAL SEWAGE COLLECTION SYSTEM $252,249

UNIT
UNITS QTY PRICE TOTAL

STREET LIGHTS ea 1 2,200.00$     2,200.00$     $2,200

NATURAL GAS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM lft 2,980 30.00$          89,400.00$   $89,400
Atomos Energy Cost estimate

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM $34,700
Gunnison County Electric cost estimate 

FIBER OPTICS Allowance $10,000

TELEPHONE Allowance $7,500

SUBTOTAL GOVERNMENT PARCEL CONSTRUCTION COSTS $1,670,480

CONTINGENCY 10.00% $167,048

TOTAL GOVERNMENT PARCEL CONSTRUCTION COSTS $1,837,528

Note:  This cost estimate is only for improvements within the Government Parcel.
The cost to provide main water and and sewage lines to the parcel is not included in this scope of work.
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Gunnision Rising Government Campus 

Maintenance Agreement 

 

This is a maintenance agreement between Gunnison Valley Properties, LLC hereby referred to 

as the “Developer” and the City of Gunnision hereby referred to as the “City” for the 

Government Campus Subdivision infrastructure. 

The maintenance agreement will remain in force until the following infrastructure 

improvements are completed: 

1. New York Avenue is extended to Access B or D and accepted by the City, so it is no 

longer a single access from U.S. Highway 50 at Access E. 

2. A water main meeting City Standards is extended to Ute Lane along New York Avenue 

and accepted by the City. 

3. A sewer gravity main meeting City Standards is extended to Ute Lane along New York 

Avenue and accepted by the City. 

Street Maintenance: 

1. The Developer shall be responsible for street maintenance for Ute Lane South and New 

York Avenue until New York Avenue is connected to U.S. Highway 50 at either Access D 

or Access B as a paved street creating a two-access loop to U.S. Highway 50. 

2. Street maintenance shall include snowplowing and any street repairs, signage repairs or 

maintenance required to maintain the street to City Standards. 

3. The developer shall be responsible for such maintenance until the City inspects and 

accepts the street. 

Water Service Line Maintenance: 

1. The Government Campus shall be served with a 4” private water service line connected 

to the City existing infrastructure at San Juan Avenue.  The service line shall be privately 

owned in the public right of way until such time as it is replaced with a City Water Main 

and abandoned in place.   Trigger points for extension of City water mains is defined in 

the Government Campus / Phase 1 Development Improvements Agreement (DIA). 

2. The Developer shall be fully responsible for maintenance of the private water service 

line until it is replaced with a City water main constructed to the City Standards.  The 

requirements for extension of the City  water main are specified in the DIA. 

3. Maintenance includes repairs, replacement,  flushing and any other normal servicing 

required to provide the necessary pressure and flows to individual lots. 

Low Pressure Sewer System: 
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1. The E-One low pressure sewer main and its components will remain as a privately 

owned and maintained system in the public right of way until such time as they are 

replaced by a City gravity main and abandoned in place. 

2. The E-One low pressure sewer system main will provide sewer service from Ute Lane 

South to the nearest City gravity sewer main or lift station.  Repairs or replacement of 

the main is the responsibility of the Developer. 

3. The City has agreed to flush the main at the Flushing Stations located every 1,000 feet 

along the main on a once every three-year basis.  Any flushing required at shorter 

intervals is the responsibility of the Developer. 

4. E-One Grinder pumps shall be privately owned, maintained or replaced by the lot 

owners to include the pressure service line to the low-pressure sewer main or to a City 

sewer main in perpetuity.  The City shall have no responsibility for maintenance or 

replacement of any pumps or pressurized service lines. 

5. Only E-One grinder pumps and accessories will be allowed for all lots in the subdivision 

to ensure proper operation of the system. 

6. It is anticipated that the RR zone as a Recreational Vehicle Park will have a private low-

pressure sewer system that will tie into the permanent sewer main at the intersection 

of Ute Lane and New York Avenue.  This system will be privately owned and maintained 

by the owner or owners of the RV park in perpetuity and the City shall have no 

responsibility for maintenance, repair or replacement of the private system to include 

mains, service lines and grinder pumps. 
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The full application packet of materials can be found at the following link: 

 

https://cms5.revize.com/revize/gunnisonco/Boards%20Commissions/Planning%20Zoning/2020/Packet/
10_28_20_pz_packet.pdf  

 

Following are the draft Subdivision Improvements Agreement and the draft Maintenance Agreement. 

https://cms5.revize.com/revize/gunnisonco/Boards%20Commissions/Planning%20Zoning/2020/Packet/10_28_20_pz_packet.pdf
https://cms5.revize.com/revize/gunnisonco/Boards%20Commissions/Planning%20Zoning/2020/Packet/10_28_20_pz_packet.pdf


DRAFT MINUTES – OCTOBER 28, 2020  7:00 PM  
CITY OF GUNNISON PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION  
REGULAR MEETING         Page 1 of 3 
 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT     ABSENT      EXCUSED 
Greg Larson - Chair   X      
Andy Tocke        X           
Jeffrey Taylor   X    
John Perusek   X       
Erik Iverson        X        
Geoffrey Oros   X 
Travis Scheefer   X 
            
OTHERS PRESENT: Community Development Director Anton Sinkewich, Senior Planner 
Andie Ruggera, Planning Technician Caree Musick, Joe DeLuca, Alex Joyce, Jamin Kimmell, 
Ron Welborn, and Victor Tran. 
 

I. CALL TO ORDER AT 7:00 PM BY CHAIR LARSON 
 

II. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG  
 

III. UNSCHEDULED CITIZENS- None 
 

IV. CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARING AND POSSIBLE ACTION FOR MAJOR 
SUBDIVISION PRELIMINARY PLAT SB 20-2, SUBMITTED BY CASCADIA 
PARTNERS, LLC WITHIN GUNNISON RISING. 
 
Open Public Hearing 
Chair Larson opened the Continued Public Hearing at 7:01 PM 
 
Proof of Publication 
Proof of Publication was entered into the record. 
 
Applicant Presentation 
Jamin Kimmell was present in the Zoom meeting to represent Cascadia Partners, LLC.  
Jamin reiterated that the hearing was continued to this date to allow time to finalize the 
Subdivision Improvement Agreement ant Maintenance Agreement.  Cascadia has been 
meeting regularly to work on these agreements with staff.  The Agreements are still a work in 
progress, with them being 80-90% complete. 
 
Jamin gave a quick overview of the Subdivision request stating they were currently working 
with multiple government agencies. 
 
In addition, Cascadia Partners has been working with CDOT on the access point at Ute Lane 
West and has received notification the access point has been approved by CDOT. 
 
The Subdivision Improvement specifies at what point the temporary utility lines be switched 
over to permanent City utility lines.  The temporary sewer lines will be privately maintained 
until it connects west to New York Avenue. 
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Joe DeLuca, from Crabtree Group reviewed the changes to temporary water and sewer lines 
with the Commission. 
 
Commissioner Tocke asked who will provide the private maintenance of the temporary 
infrastructure.  Joe stated that Gunnison Valley Properties are responsible for private 
maintenance for the temporary lines. 
 
Public Input 
None. 
 
Staff Presentation 
Senior Planner Andie Ruggera reiterated a lot of progress has been made in meetings towards 
finalizing the Subdivision Improvement Agreement and the Maintenance agreement.  
Recommended to continuing public to November 18, 2020 at 7:30 PM. 
 
Commission Discussion 
None. 
 
Close Public Hearing 
Chair Larson closed the public hearing at 7:14 PM. 
 
Commission Action 
ACTION 
During the Planning and Zoning Commission meeting of October 28, 2020 Commissioner 
Tocke moved, Commissioner Perusek seconded and the Planning and Zoning Commission 
voted to continue the public hearing to November 18, 2020 at 7:30 p.m. for Major 
Subdivision, Preliminary Plat, SB 20-2, Gunnison Rising – Government Campus to allow 
time for review of updated application materials and further refinement of the draft 
Subdivision Improvements Agreement and Maintenance Agreement. 

 
Roll Call Yes: Larson, Taylor, Scheefer, Iverson, Oros, Perusek, Tocke 
Roll Call No:  

     Roll Call Absent: 
 Roll Call Abstain:  
  

Motion carried 
 

V. CONSIDERATION OF THE OCTOBER 14, 2020 MEETING MINUTES 
Commissioner Tocke moved and Commissioner Iverson seconded, and the Planning and 
Zoning Commission voted to approve the October 14, 2020 meeting minutes as presented. 

 
Roll Call Yes: Perusek, Larson, Taylor, Scheefer, Oros, Iverson, Tocke 
Roll Call No:  

      Roll Call Absent:  
      Roll Call Abstain:  
  

Motion carried 
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VI. COUNCIL / PLANNING - STAFF UPDATE 

• ICELab update 
• City Council renewed agreement with Internet Colorado for colocation of equipment 

on City poles. 
• Lazy K subdivision preliminary plat will be on December 9, 2020 meeting. 
• City Council authorized the Mayor to sign agreement to pipe the Cemetery Ditch. 
• Public Works is applying for a Safe Routes to School grant for sidewalks on Ohio 

Avenue from 11th Street to WSCU campus. 
• Staff has been working on Gunnison Rising. 
• Staff is also involved in COVID enforcement due to the increase in cases. 

 
 

VII. COMMISSIONER DISCUSSION. 
Brief discussion on the rezoning conversation held over the preceding months.  
Brief discussion about sewer being the choke point for the rezoning discussion. 
 

VIII. ADJOURNED AT 7:47 PM BY CHAIR LARSON 
          
 Attest:  
              
        ______________________ 
        Greg Larson, Chair 

 
 
 
 ______________________ 
 Caree Musick, Planning Technician 
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